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Governments 'Dragging Feet' 
On Compensation Issue: Lawyer 

relis Cacchione. Inc lawy er 'es/resew 
Iulg Ounald Marshall iJr I of Member. 
log •ho spent II years In prtai.in kr a 
murder be did not mann:, sa)s be stIll 
haul been able to obtain another 
melting wig' Provincial Attorney 
General Roo Giffin to discuss posait.ils 
compensation from We government for Mr Marshall's • rongful imprlionment 

Mr Cacchtone me( with Mr Giffin in 
late 1013 lo discus) compensation but 
received no word compou.stion might 
be I orthcom ins 

Mr. CucChkioe told We Post )esterday 
that both the provincial and federal 
gortramenta are "dragging their 
ea We Wive He said attempts Is meet 
recently with federal representatives, 
also hi ve beta unricresaful. 

Mr. Cacc.bione said Be can't unders. 

land %its) both autinailtra all 1.111IIC 
kM,1 lead yet the matter yeas- 
istrhaualt. It id faith clear so 1161/4" 

Mr ilarvhall a as acquitted 44 the crirne early last 3ear •Iler rbe• e. nkrice obtained by the ttl'1411  pougell to another man. Roy Newman Lbury Mr 
Lbsary • as later Cali ItArd at manslaughter in (-connection , t5 tl,r  
death of Sandy Stale of Westmourst Ilt 
ails sentenced to live years io privoya. 
Slaty 

Mr Catitovepe also said the status of 
it, Marinall's lawsuit against ,he tst 
of S)dr.ey and its puller department far 
allegedly mishandling &us case has not 
moved further Court documents his, 
latel Wed us the prothoes.Aary's office 
but have not been served on parties 
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By MERLE MacISAAC 
a Staff Reporter" 
Eyewitness evidence which 

cleared Donald Marshall, Jr.,  12 years 
after his murder conviction should 
have been disclosed to defence law. 
-yers before hli 1972 'appeal, 'says a 
former Nova Scotia deputy attorney. 
general. I UctAti • 1 7 1984 

Innis Mac , who servea as 
deputy • attorney-genet-31'1 the time, 
said In an Interview Monday he has 
"absolutely no recollection" of a Nov-
ember, 1971 RCMP review after 
James MacNeil, Sydney.: came for-
%yard and told investigators Marshall 
did not stab 18-year-old Sandy Seale. 

"I would expect that • (MacNell's 
information) would have been 
trtnsmitted to defence attorneys," 
sad Mr.'MacLeod. - ' 

"The department ,kept # general 
eye on criminal .proceedings but 
Crown prosecutors pretty it ran 
the5. own show In the' city where they  

prosecuted. But I would expect • le 
would have gone to the defence." said 
Mr. MacLeod. • • 

MacNell'a testimony, combined 
with evidence from two witnesses who 
said they were pressured by Investiga-
tors Into giving false testimony at Mr. 
Marshall's original trial, led to Mar-
shall's acquittal last year after he had 
spent 11 yet.rs In prison. ,.• • 

Mr. Marshall's lawyer. Felix Cat- 
chlone, has called on the attorney-gen-
eral for a full public Inquiry Into the 
Initial investigation which gave rise to 
false statements from three witnesses. 

' Last week, Provincial Court 
. Judge Lewis Matheson, an assistant 

Crown prosecutor at Marshall's origi-
nal trial, said publicly that he remem• 
bored contacting N. R. Anderson, the 
director of criminal prosecutions at 
the time, when he heard.  of James 
MacNell's information. ' 

"It was quite a dramatic thing In 
our minds but It may have, been rim -
tine in his," Judge Matheson said yes-

lerday. The judge said he remern• 
bered the occasion because' the Crown 
prosecutor in charge of the case, .the' 
late Donald MacNeil, was out of town; 
when James MacNeil. camp . forwa.td. 
10 days after Maishalli'convIcton end; 
said another man itabbedzSelifeuelPt 

"1 had lo iir114#1:*„%at 
borne; I'm quite. sUret 
Judge Anderson that 
Judge Mathe 

 

t'judie.1:14 
defence la —
In'adent althouBs 
them himself. Z. 1r 

Mr. Anderson.-  now Cam 
Judge N. R. Anderson, bas' been quot- . 
ed as saying, and confirmed 'last 
week, that be cannot remember the •  

MacNeil statement. • - • 
In November, 1971, RCMP were : 

dispatched to Sydney to conduct poly- ' 
graph tests on James MacN41 and the' 
man whom he said did the stabbing, 
Roy Ebsary. . . 

Ebsary passed the polygraph and 
the results were inconclusive on Mac. 
Neil. The matter was wrapped up by 
NOV. 30. Last Novemher, a Cape Bre-
ton jury convicted Roy Ebsary Of 
manslaughter in Seale's death. . 

On Jan. 31, 1972, attorneyleneral 
department lawyer Milton Venlot .  
appeared before a threelustice appeal:  
court panel and argued the Crown's' 
case against Marshall's lawyer, R. M. 
Ro:enblum. 

Mr. Venlot., said Monday he did • 
not wish to be quoted on the case ,In' 
the event that he Is called as a witness 
at any future court proceedings. 

Innis MacLeod said Monday that, 
the department format followed In 
1471 was for lawyers to gather for cot-
fee at an informal session In the morn-
ing when matters of the day were disJ 

: . cussed. 
Mr. MacLeod said that then-attoi-' 

ney general Leonard Pace "In all 
probability" would not attend *the' 
morning session. 

Mr. Pace. a Supreme Court ap-, 
peal division Justice who presided at 
Marshall's 1912 appeal, said yesterday', 
he has "no personal recollection" ot 
the 1911 Incident and that under de-s. 
partment procedures at the time, he 
would not have had any Involvement: 

The attorney-general's depart.: 
ment's original file on Mr. Marshall'i 
case has been destroyed under routine. 
department procedures, a department 
nffirial cnnfirrneel VEKfertiay. 

';1 e p 

liaa evmence more 
appeal — MacLeod 
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III the nee evidence keened Derrtmov. • Noweewhee Rem worth Part before le gig Imes( la ign e
t  

—ipmettualL11- 
Sun Wri4e 

C • okblue. the 
Syesry lawyer isle 
. rot...tato Dynald Mar. 
PAM Jr. is Si. appeal 
Sect La 1171, said Wodoes-
day that k on! kW the ' 
appeal mawl that am 
trident* Sal name to 
itght La the weeks lodow. 
ci M rwhall'e coo net ke 
of eaurgeriag limey 

Provincial Court Judge 
D. Low. Ilathesovv, am 
Aisisteat Crowe Pre-
asocutor at Marshall's 
original Viet told tho' 
Poit earlier ihat Si 
believed the defence 
lawyer mad have been 
thforme.1 by the late 
Donald C. MacNeil. the 
Crowe Proiecuter Is 
chirped:4Mo. 

1114 Mr. Rout:4m, wt.. 
la weld:mate Le Florida. 
leld the Post la a 
lelephooe 

-sterday Ilut he wu not 
told c: the new evidence. 

Huai/bile., se et• 
RCMP officer who took 
part la the tavegliation 
Li (be new evidence hu 
decided not to tad pubde-
ly eke.* the case anima 
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Marshall's Appeal Lawyer Says 
He Didn't Receive New Evidenc 

..• .•• •• int. the Lteree kes lite 
beard go woothetwerl .1' r amen/ of Or Marsha 

-‘•1. (vermin I January of 
1173. Judge Pace vu 
Quoted thie vett u Si,. 
lag -we perox41111C104t. 
doe" • tho 1171 Widest 

II! /Sep arts/mg proe @dune 

ithd sot baring bete to-
volved, bleak. of 

Pt.. 
at Lk Woo. 

Net Alegre 
'J.• Judge le i lneeoe sal 
A.:4' .• 

not I ware Irliethif LW 
-•••• Crewe Presocteor La 

ever received lay torrera, 
vr '. edictal  noon (rem the ..... Alloraey•Coserall 

: de-penmen/ as a res/di oi 
1... . - the RCMP Ineealtgelloe 1 

rtd Iota Lk ivy Mr. Rosenblum I . OR 'Um he 
de td. art norvitsJiy relics- ;NV, LI:eluded de detod• • evi to the policy. sot filed lor terta, by the Trask-vises IC Judge Mathew wall. Ike. 

ird that the Crowe Pro- Sydney Pe.lks Mel secvtor VII ally from John lied:gyre kidded the city whet James during the wood trial 0 
MaefrieU came forward May Newman [bury 
with Ili aew evidence IS Iasi November Viol as the days after Mershall's officer to Marge oe tbe leo tottIttled. Hi rem/gallon ikt led to 
remembers contacting ' Marshall's ea:victim, he N.R. Andarsoci, director felt the lavesitgailoo al ei citalaal 'monitions the sew evidence 

lisle I seLe•d. Neve (taker eaele"atee la kono's deputy Attorney. Neveenbor iall 
Gourd it the lime. as Junk liseltel moo kr. myvAg  uy( mil.swaira ward atior the trkl and le wyere th.xlid haat beret told love:614.ton out lus an tied before Ili appeal friend Ebaary was lewd. 
that aa eyewitaesa lad ly the lUkr. eeNts 
tome krward with in. hot twatirleo at if truta's 
lormatioa tbat could trial.  
dear Marshall. NCLIP lade. the 

MacLeod uid be lied .. rev*. after tbury paw 
recolikilow of as RCMP ed a lireletewtor Lai ant review underta Lin la 1/71 reudu were incoodunive 
wk. Janes MacNeil Sc MacNeil. 
time lore IN after the rho former &TM, at. 
trtal. et NelJ bad aot tonvey genera/ said be 
kidded al Mershall'a would expect Mac/tetra 
tnal. Informs tioa would have 

hoes transmittal io the 
defence lawyer'. He said 
his • department her. a 
general tyt erurand 
procteJings but local 
crown prosecutors Ivrti• 
ly wed raa the show in the 
city where they pro-

I posted." 

lawyer. hid Cacti/loot. 
Marshall's Centel 

,•has stied for a Nil public 
I inquiry by the attorney 

genera's dens rising Mi. 
the handltog • the tantal 
Invettlgation. %tics 
lark crime wan/mks 
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..Marshall's lawyei 
denied access to file 

By MERLE Mac1SAAC 
Staff Reporter 

Access to the Crown's current file 
on Gon.ild Marshall Jr,, requested un-
der-Fo—pro-vTnee's Freedom of Infor-
mation Act,, has been denied to Mr. 
Marshall's lawyer. 

a Jan. 17 letter, deputy attor-
ney-general Cordon Coles refused de-
fence lawyer Felix Cacchione's re-
quest to see the attorney-general's file 
on Mr. Marshall, who was acquitted of 
murder a year ago after spending 11 
years in prison for the alleged offence. 

Mr. Cacchione Is seeking compen-
sation for Mr. Marshall, and has 
called for a full public inquiry into the 
circumstances surrounding Mr. Mar-
shall's arrest and conviction in the 
1971 stabbing death of Sandy Seale in 
Sydney. )4 

CacchlAtnitidly9s11284 he 
.would appeal the deput); minister's de-
clsion Immediately to.  the attorne;.  
genera:, a procedure outlined in the 
Freedom of Information ,Act. The act 

, also. provides for. an  appeal to Nova 
S‘coila's klotoe of itiseinblly If the min- 
lAtei refuses.. • i 

f t Mr. Coles outlines three grounds 
under the act for his refusal: 

Di Th_A.14formation would be likely 
to dIsClose, Information obtained or 
prepared during the conduct of an in- 

vestigation concerning alleged viola-
tions of any enactment or the admini-
stration of Justice. 

c] The information would be likely 
to disclose legal opinion or advice pro-
vided to a department by a law officer 
of the Crown, or privileged communi-
sation between barrister and client in 
a matter of department business. 

0 The information would be likely 
to disclose opinions or recommenda-
tions by public servants in matters for 
decision by a minister or cabinet. 

The attorney-general depart• 
ment's original file on Mr. Marshall, 
including documents pertaining to a 
1971 RCMP investigation into an eye-
witnesses account that another man 
gabbed Seale, has been destroyed. 

Cordon Gale, director of criminal 
prosecutions, said the documents were 
routinely destroyed years ago under 
procedures outlined ,under the Public 
Records Disposal Act. 

In his Jan. 12 request, Mr. Cat.-
; chione specifically requested access to 

communications between the attorney. 
 general's department and Correc n- 
al Services Canada, the federal e-
partment of justice, the Natl al 
Parole Board, the Sydney Police De-
partment and the department of the 
Solicitor General. 
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Marshall coul 
still be paid 

N.S.  studying  claim  

SYDNEY — The Nova Scotia gov-
ernment is taking an objective look at 
1?onald Marshall's claim he should be 
compensated Ta spending 11 years in 
r%rion, Attorney General Ron Giffin 
.a4 Wednesday. 

Giffin told reporters his depart-
ment is trying to determine what hap-
pered in 1971 when new evidence was 
given to Crown prosecutors after Mar-
Jall was convicted of murdering 
S.indy Scale. 

Marshall was released from pris-
no last year and Roy Newman Ebsary 
%as charged with Scale's murder. Eb-
sary was convicted on a reduced 
charge of manslaughter and his case 
Is under appeal. 

Giffin said It is difficult to find out 
what happened after James MacNeill, 
uhn witnessed the stabbing, made a 
statement after Marshall's conviction 
but prior to his appeal in 1972. 

MacNeil! Testified at Ebsary's tre-
al that the two were victims of a 

_  

mugging by Marshall and Scale in a 
city park. Ile said Ebsary stabbed 
Seale with a knife. 

He had given the same report to 
Crown prosecutors in Cape Breton 
County, but the evidence was never 
disclosed to Marshall's lawyer. 

Giffin said his department has no 
files on the Marshall case because 
they were destroyed in 1979. Files are 
routinely destroyed after a certain 
number of years. 

"Certainly 1 have no personal 
knowledge of what went on then. Our 
government did not take office until 
1978." 

Donald MacNeill, the Crown pro-
secutor who was given the new evi-
dence In 1971, died In 1978. 

Giffin said the government wa 
looking into the claim for compensa-
tion without any preconceived nntions 
about the case and has not ruled out a 
public inquiry. The federal govern-
ment has already sai&IFT—kivon not 
compensate Marshall. 
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Province Hasn't Accepted Or Rejected 
Claims For Compensation, Says Giffin 
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,Attorney-general defends 
delay in Marshall case 

By MERLE MacISAAC 
Staff Reporter 

Attorney-General Ronald G'Jfin on Thursday de-
fended his government's delay on deciding whether 
compensation and a public inquiry are appropriate 
in the lia1.1 Marshall case, saying he has a respon-
sibilty not airtirliZi ce the upcoming appeal of Roy 
Ebsary. 

Mary Is appealing his November manslaughter 
conviction in the 1971 stabbing death of Sandy Seale. 
Donald Marshall Jr. was convicted and rpent 11 
years in prison before being acquitted last year of 
murdering Seale. 

"I have a particular responsibilly as the -anon. 
ney-general. I must not say or do anything, even in-
advertently, which might prejudice or appear to I 
prejudice u criminal prIxtedlig." said Mr. Giffin. 

The attorney-general said he did not wish to 
enter into i public argument with those wbo:saY,the 
Ebsiry appeal Is Ir.-relevant to the circumstances 
surrounding the Initial 1971 Investigation which gave • 
rise to false testimony from three witnesses and. ul-
timately, Mr. Marshall's murder conviction. :. j.. 

Mr. Giffin said a civil suit outstanding against 
the City of Sydney and two Investigators who first 
bandied the case is not his immediate concern la de-
laying decisions on compensation or an Inquiry. 

"But even If the civil matter Is still pending I 
hive to be careful of what, If anything, I say." Mr. 
dffin added. 
i The attorney-general explained his department 

It undergoing difficulty In determining why defence 
lawyers received no Information from a 1971 RCyP 
review of the ease triggered when an eyewitness 
came forward after Mr. Marshall's trial and named  

Ebsary as the man who stabbed Seale. 
That file Was destroyed under routine depart-

ment procedure. 
Referring to the possibility of gaining access to 

RCMP files concerning the 1971 review, Mr. Giffin 
:AM."! have no reason to believe that I'm going to 
find out anything more than I know to this point." 
' While unknowing defence lawyers were prepar-

ing Marshall's appeal, James MacNeil of Sydney 
told pollee he and Ebsary were In the park on the 
night of the stabbing. He said Mr. Marshall and 
Seale attempted to mug them, and that Ebsary stab-
bed both Seale, who died in hospital, and Mr. Mar-
shall. who was treated for a wound to his left arm 
after the incident 

When questioned. Ebsary admitted he was in the 
park with Mr. MacNeil but denied the stabbing and 
pissed the RCMP lie detector. Mr. Mac.Nell's results 
were Inconclusive. 
'I "My understanding b that the RCMP file doesn't 

shed any Light on where the Information was sent in 
the department," said Mr. Giffin. . 
.1 "You can appreciate the difficulties when you're 

dealing with events of 12 years ago. I've noted that 
some people have been questioned in news reports 
and they have no recollection of it," said the attor-
ney-general. 

, He referred to reported comments by the 1971 
aitorney-geniral. now Mr. Justice Leonard Pact, 
former deputy attorney-general Innis MacLeod, qow 
retired, and former director of criminal prosecutions 
N.R. Anderson, now a County Court judge. i 
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** Marshal' drops civil suit ** 
** in bid for compensation ** 

By DUNCAN McMOHAGLE 
Globe and Mail Reporter 

HALIFAX -*Donald*Marshall*has dropped a lawsuit that the Nova Scotia 
Government called a roadblock to compensating him for 11 years he spent in 
jail for a murder he did not commit. 

Felix Cacchione, Mr. Marshall's lawyer, said in an interview yesterday 
that his client told him to let the deadline expire for pursuing the suit 
against the City of Sydney. H.S., its Police Chief John MacIntyre and 
retired police inspector William Urquhart. 

A notice of suit against the city and the officers, who conducted the 
investigation into the stabbing death of Sandy Seale in 1971, was filed a 
year ago. 

Mr. Cacchione said the action was allowed to run out on Sunday "so 
that the Government wouldn't be able to raise (the court action) as a 
reason for delaying any action on the matter." 

Nova Scotia Attorney-General Ronald Giffin was not available for 
comment yesterday, but has said there is one more block before the 
provincial Government can consider compensation. That is the appeal by Roy 
Newman*Ebsary,*who was convicted last November of manslaughter in Mr. 
Seale's death, 11 years after Mr. Marshall began a life sentence for the 
killing. Mr.*Ebsary*was sentenced to five years in jail. 

Mr. Cacchione said, however, the ehd of the Sydney suit should clear 
the way for compensation. He said Mr.*Ebsary's*appeal "has nothing to do 
with the issue of compensating*Donald*Marshall*or of ordering a public 
inquiry." 

Mr. Marshall's search for compensation began last May after a Crown 
lawyer recommended he be acquitted because of new evidence and the Nova 
Scotia Court of Appeal set him free. The federal Government has expressed 
sympathy for him but has refused to provide compensation, saying it is a 
provincial matter. 

The lawsuit against Sydney and the two police officials sought general 
damages for malicious prosecution, false imprisonment, negligence and 
defamation, Mr. Cacchione said. He added that allowing the proceedings to 
die does not mean they cannot be restarted at a latex date. 

Mr. Cacchione, who took on Mr. Marshall's case last May, said he 
expects it will be the middle of February before Mr. Giffin rules on his 
appeal against the denial of access under the Freedom of Information Act 
to the Government's files on Mr. Marshall. If that appeal is denied, Mx. 
Cacchione's recourse may be an appeal to the provincial Legislature. 

Mx. Cacchione has also called fox a full public inquiry into the 
circumstances of Mr. Marshall's arrest and conviction. 
ADDED SEARCH TERMS: crime victims damage suits 

****************************************************************************** 
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If Marshall 
were white, 

case would be 
settled MP 

By DON MacDONALD 
Ottawa Bureau 

OTTAWA — The problems faced by Donald Mar-
shall — the Micmac Indian wrongly ime It 

is for a murder he did not commit — would have 
been resolved by now "if he had been white with a 
family behind him," a Nova Scotia Tory MP said 
Monday: 

"I have no hesitation at all (in saying) that if.  
, this Donali Marshall had been white with a family. 
, behind him, I don't know if the miscarriage would 
have happened, but if It had happened, it would have 
been resolved before now," Annapolis Valley-Rants 
MP Pat Nowlan said In an interview. 

Earlier in the Commons, Mr. Nowlan pressed 
, Deputy Prime Minister Allan MacEachen to take the 
lead and work out some form of compensation to 
redress the travesty of Justice against Mr. Marshall. 

Mr. MacEachen remained silent on the issue 
Monday, turning the question over to Solicitor-e'en. 
eral Robert Kaplan In the absence of Justice Minis. i 

.1  ter Mark McGuigan. . 
'2 MriiKaplan quickly • responded that "some Im- 

portant aspects" of the issue remain before the Nova • I 
Scotia coUrts. • • 

" "I am interested 'In waiting for the results or 
that process," the solicItor-general told the House. 
.1% This led Newfoundland Tory MP John Crosble to 

shout his displeasure across the floor of the Com- 
mons. ". • 

"He has been In Jail for 11 years. Never mind 
the courts," yelled Mr. Crosbie. 

Pursuing the Issue further, Mr. Nowlan said the 
question.  of compensation for Mr. Marshall Is caught 
between the :quibbling between the provincial and 
federal governments. 

"Surely the government can right the wrong," 
the Tory MP pleaded. 

In reply, Mr. Kaplan said Mr. Nowlan yesterday 
"has added nothing to a question which has been 
asked seveyal times In this House before." 

Outside the Commons, the Tory MP said Ottawa 
must take the lead In resolving the issue. 

He suggested Mr. MazGulgan should convene a 
meeting with Nova Scotia Attorney-General Ron Gif- 
fin to settle the problem once and for all. 

"Someone has got to take the lead and the feder- 
al *government, looking after the justice of Canada, 
has more of the onus to take the lead to resolve the 
matter," Mr. Nowlan said. 
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NOTICES OF MOTION 

MR. SPLAK FR The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

RESOLUTION NO. 3 

MR. A.M. CANIFRON: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day I shall 
move the adoption of the following resolution: 

Whereas Donald Marshail of Sydney, in the County of Cape Breton. was tried and 
found guilty on the 5th day of November. 1971, of the murder of Sandy Seale at Sydney. 
Cape Breton County: and 

Whereas it has since been made to appear that there were grave irregularities surround-
ing the investigation and prosecution of this case, including false testimony on the part of a 
'7ertain Crown witness and the entire absence from the trial of James W. MacNeil, a witness 
subsequently known to the Crown whose testimony could well have resulted in Mr. 
Marshall's acquittal: and 

Whereas Donald Marshall was imprisoned in a federal penitentiary for over eleven 
years as a result of this conviction: and 

Whereas Donald Marshall has been found not guilty of the murder of Sandy Seale 
by a decision of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, Appeal Division on the 10th day of May, 1983; and 

Whereas it is in the interest of fairness and justice and conducive to public respect 
for our judicial system that persons wrongfully convicted and imprisoned be compensated 
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by the :ommunity for the injustice and loss of dignity they have suffered by reason of 
misapplication of the machinery of the criminal justice system; 

Be it resolved by this House that the Attorney General of Nova Scotia shall: 

Order a judicial inquiry into all of the circumstances surrounding the investigation. 
arrest and trial of Donald Marshall which resulted in his imprisonment; and 

Place before the House at an early date legislation providing for the payment of 
compensation to Donald Marshall for the loss of income, legal expenses, loss of enjoyment 
of life and mental anguish suffered by him as a result of his wrongfully being deprived of 
his liberty. 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Waive notice. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker. I also would like to point out that due to the fact 
that they have not been able to get access through the Freedom of Information and Section 
13 (1) which allows it to come before the House of Assembly. well have to be utilized 
in order to get this information. 

MR. SPEAKER: The notice is tabled. 

Well, the Leader of the Opposition did not ask for a waiver of notice and I do not 
know whether there is a request for waiver of notice. It would require unanimous consent. 
Is there such consent to proceed with the debate immediately? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No. 

MR. SPEAKER: 1 hear several Noes. There is no unanimous consent. 

The notice is tabled. 

The honourable member for Cumberland Centre. 

RESOLUTION NO. 4 

MR. GUY BROWN: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day I shall 
move the adoption of the following resolution: 

Whereas workers' compensation has always been given to those who have had a major 
loss of their own health, such as broken limbs, loss of limbs and other major medical pro-
blems that are not able to be completely resolved by the health profession today: and 

Whereas most of these people have major expenditures for special needs around the 
home or extra transportation costs because they are unable to operate a motor vehicle. 
et  cetera:and 

Whereas the Government of Canada has passed special legislation in the 1981 budget 
which now calculates workers' compensation as income under the Guaranteed Income 
Supplement for senior citizens; and 

Whereas this will bring about major financial blows to many of these senior citizens 
who have geared their mortgages, their lifestyle, their rents, et cetera, to this tax free in-
come; 
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RESOLUTION NO. 6 

MS. A LEXA MCDONOUGH: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day 1 
shall move the adoption of the following resolution: 

Whereas in 1971 Donald Marshall Jr. was wrongfully convicted of and imprisoned for 
murder; and 

Whereas now that his wrongful conviction has been overturned h the Appeal Division 
of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Donald Marshall Jr. is seeking to rebuild his life and 
understand what happened in his situation; and 

Whereas Donald Marshall Jr. has applied under the Freedom of Information Act for 
any and all personal information held by or for the Department of the Attorney General or 
under the direct or indirect control of the said department; and 

Whereas the Attorney General in a letter dated February 8. 19S4. refused to provide 
Donald Marshall Jr. with this information: 

Be it resolved that the Attorney General piovide Donald Marshall Jr. with an and 
all personal in held by or for the Department of the Attorney General or under 
the direct or indirect control of the said Department, in accordance with Section 13(2) 
of the Freedom of Information Act. 

Mr. Speaker, I request the consent of the House to waive notice and proceed with 
an immediate debate. 

MR. SPEAKER: There has been a request for a waiver of notice which requires 
unanimous consent. Is there unanimous consent? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No. 

MR. SPEAKER: I hear several Noes. 

The notice is tabled. 

The honourable member for Cape Breton South. 
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The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Mr. Speaker. before‘you move to Orders of the Day, pur 
suant to Rule 43 I would wish to propose that the business of the House be set aside to 
discuss a matter of urgent public importance. This matter has already been mentioned by 
way of notice of motion given but not listed on the order paper, by two other members. It 
regards the situation as regards the miscarriage of justice involving Donald Marshall Jr.. 
wrongfully convicted of murder many years ago and whose conviction was more recently 
annulled but who has been denied any compensation or assistance by this government with 
a view to being reestablished in life following his ordeal. 

Mr. Speaker. I have given you a rather extensive statement of my concerns on this 
matter but perhaps rather than reading the whole thing into the record it might be sufficient 
were I to table the statement. My concerns relate to those concerns already expresseu 
by notice of motion from other members, but I do believe that this situation is of sufficient 
importance that it would merit an emergency debate pursuant to Rule 43. I would therefore 
make that submission to Your Honour at this time and table my submission and attached 
evidence. 

MR. SPEAKER: Well. I thank the honourable member who gave me notice earlier. 
and I should add that the honourable member for Halifax Chcbucto also gase me notice 
of her intention to move a motion to a similar effect, that the business of the House be 
set aside pursuant to Rule 43 to discuss the matter of the Marshall case. I should indicate 
that the notice came first from the honourable member for Cape Breton Nova, followed 
very closely by the notice from the honourable member for Halifax Chebucto, so with 
that in mind it was the honourable member for Cape Breton Nova whom I recognized 
at the conclusion of the order of business, Notices of Motion. 

I have had occasion on numerous previous occasions in the House to deal with a 
request for an emergency debate pursuant to Rule 43, and honourable members are very 
well aware of my views on that rule. My view is that it is a very restrictive rule and one 
which can be invoked only in extreme and unusual circumstances. The rule deals with the 
urgency, n..,t of the matter itself, but of the urgency or debating the matter in the House, of 
setting aside the business of the House. The matter, of course, must be one of importance 
and I am in agreement with the honourable member for Cape Breton Nova and the honour-
able member for Halifax Chebucto that this is indeed a very important matter. It is one 
which is occupying the attention of a great number of people in the public and the media 
are giving this matter a great deal of attention as well. So it is an important matter and one 
which I am sure will be dealt with during the session. 

I want to point out that the rule requires that "the motion must not anticipate a 
'natter which has been previously appointed for consideration by the House or with 
reference to which a notice of motion has been previously given and not withdrawn:". 

As the honourable member for Cape Breton Nova himself mentioned, two notices of 
motion respecting the Marshall case were put on the order paper today and can be called for 
debate in due course. So there will be opportunity to debate the matter as the session 
progresses and I find that while the matter is, in fact, a very important one I find that there 
is not sufficient urgency of debate to satisfy the requirements of the rule and set aside the 
business for today. I therefore direct that we will proceed with the ordinary course of 
business. 

The honourable member for Antigonish. 
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ORDERS OF THE DAY 

ORAL QUESTIONS PUT BY MEMBERS. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

S MAI; Y MURDER CASE I DONALD MARSMILLI — INQUIRY 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, I have a question to direct to the Premier, and in 
Mit of the fact that there are two resolutions before the House today that were denied by 
the government side of the House, I would ask the Premier if he would be prepared to 
indicate to us if they, as a government, or he. as the head of that government, would set up 
a judicial inquiry into the Donald Marshall case where in this particular situation there was a 
wrongful conviction? 

THE PREMIER: First of all, Mr. Speaker. just going back to his question, the pre-
amble to his question that government members voted against something that he had 
proposed. I can't recall that, but was there a vote on. I can't recall a vote, Mr. Speaker, 
can you? 

MR. SPEAKER: There was a request for waiver of notice and there was no unanimous 
consent for that. 

THE PREMIER: There were some Noes on that side also ... 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh. 

THE PREMIER: No, no, I am just trying to correct the Leader of the Opposition 
that (Interruption) no, no, he said the government had voted against it and that is just not 
correct and I think he should make sure that when he makes statements in the House, even 
statements relating to questions, that they are correct. just wanted to make that point, Mr. 
Speaker. 

He is asking for a judicial inquiry, is that a judicial inquiry? I think the gentleman 
should be aware of the fact that I agree with the Minister of Justice of Canada and he made 
the statement here, just last week, as he had consistently, that a judicial inquiry or a public 
inquiry on this matter would be most inappropriate at this time. There is another man who 
is on appeal before the criminal courts and I really feel a bit uneasy, Mr. Speaker, discussing 
it in this House while the matter is before the criminal courts. 1 think it is,a trespass on 
the rights of another individual, until that matter of his appeal has been cleared, a public 
inquiry or a judicial inquiry and 1 think that Mr. MacGuig4n was correct. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: 1 say to the Premier, what about the rights of a man who spent 
I I years in jail, that was found to be not guilty. 1 wonder if he could have some of that 
thought put in his mind when he is thinking about those aspects. 
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THE PREMIER: Well ... 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please, the Leader of the Opposition still has the floor. 

TIIE PREMIER: He asked a question, I was going to respond to it. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Well you will get your chance to respond to it, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, again we are faced with the obvious position of 
the government and the Premier not prepared to answer questions in relation to this. I think 
that it is very clear in the minds of many people and certainly in my mind and I do not 
profess to be a lawyer but I can tell you that the courts, the Supreme Court, the Appeal 
Division of Nova Scotia, on the 10th day of May proved and decided that he was not guilty 
of this particular crime, and I think there should be some sensitivity on behalf of the 
Premier on that particular case. 

Mr. Speaker, in light of the fact, my next question to the Premier would be because of 
the government refusing to provide, under the Freedom of Information Act, information to 
Donald Marshall or his legal counsel, would the Premier indicate to this House if he, as head 
of this government, is also in agreement with the refusal to provide that information to 
Donald Marshall or his legal counsel? 

THE PREMIER: Mr. Speaker. I think it's important to make one point at this time, 
and he was allowed quite a preamble there, and I recall his notice of motion and he talked 
about an alleged miscarriage of justice and Crown witnesses who gave evidence improperly. I 
think it's important to point out that this government was not the Government of Nova 
Scotia at the time of this alleged miscarriage of justice the Leader of the Opposition speaks 
about. In fact, he, the Leader of the Opposition, sat in the government of the day when that 
alleged miscarriage of justice occurred. I think that's a point that he's quite neatly forgotten 
about. 

As far as the sensitivity of the issue is concerned, I want to tell the Leader of the 
Opposition that this government has not forgotten Donald Marshall. We will not forget 
Donald Marshall, and at the appropriate time the matter certainly will be dealt with very 
seriously. But at the same time, Mr. Speaker, I want to remind the honourable gentleman 
that he's treading on some very, very soft gound here in the matter of the justice system of 
this province and this country when he is bringing this matter to the floor and when another 
Nova Scotian is before the criminal courts on exactly the same matter affecting .. 

SOME HON. MEMBEKS: No! No! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please. 

THE PREMIER: Oh yes, he is asking for a judicial inquiry into the whole matter. And 
Your Honour, you, you of anyone else in this House, knows that such a judicial inquiry 
would not only impinge on the original crime ilself in which Mr. Marshall was convicted, 
and then the Supreme Court determined that he should not have been convicted, but you 
know that the matter that he is now asking for an investigation on, that the Minister of 
Justice of Canada, the Attorney General of this province have both said, and I think that 
you will agree that when you become involved in an inquiry which involves the, absolutely 
involves the matters of 1971, then you are trespassing on the judicial system and you are 
trespassing on the rights of another individual. 
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But I want him to remember this, that this government has sensitivity and this govern-
ment will not forget Donald Marshall. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, it is good to hear that this government will have 
sensitivity because they sure as you know what haven't expressed it to date. I would then 
ask the Premier in his great benevolence that he is putting out here this afternoon, what 
will he do for Donald Marshall? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

THE PREMIER: Mr. Speaker, I have already said, and 1 have said publicly, and I'll 
repeat again now, that this government has not nor will we forget Donald Marshall. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for Cumberland Centre. 
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LBR.: SYDNEY MURDER CASE I DONA LD MARSHA LL — RETRA LYING 

M R. GUY BROWN: Nil-. Speaker, a question through you to the Minister of Labour 
and Manpower. I would ask the Minister of Labour and Manpower if he has personally 
contacted Donald Marshall with regard to retraining programs that would he suitable to 
him? 

\./ 

HON. DAVID NANTES: No. 

AN HON. MEMBER: What else did you expect? 

MR. BROWN: I would ask the minister if he has directed any of his staff in that 
department to personally contact Donald Marshall who spent I 1 years in the prison system 
in this nation, with regard to retraining this individual? 

MR. NANTES: Mr. Speaker, I think the honourable member has a certain misunder-
standing. 

MR. BROWN: No I don't. 

MR. NANTES: ... of the respective roles here of the various levels of government. I 
do know that one other minister has been involved somewhat in that. Regretfully, that 
minister is not in the House today. I do know that the procedures available to retraining are 
such that it is :4 requirement of the funds, particularly through the National Training Act 
that all of these sorts of cases be dealt with by the individuals applying through the Canada 
Manpower Centres and if that is the case, that is the way it would be handled. 

The individual would deal with the Manpower Centre and if it was to relate to pro-
vincial programs, we would be approached in that manner. 

MR. BROWN: A final supplementary to the minister. I appreciate the comments. 
When one looks around, the only minister, one of the few that's missing is the Minister of 
Social Services and we do understand the individual is presently on welfare. Yes, there has 
been some direct contact. 
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Mr. Speaker, Mr. Marshall has been out now for approximately a year. I would ask 
the minister if him, or if he would direct some of his staff to personally contact Mr. M3rshall 
within the next 48 hours to try to arrange an appointment and an interview and try to 
assist this individual with some appropriate training program that would befit him today. 
(Applause) And the Premier doesn't have to answer the question for him, Mr. Speaker. 
lie can answer it himself. 

MR. WILLIAM GILLiS: That's right. You have enough Cabinet Ministers. 

MR. NANTES: I reiterate to the member, Mr. Speaker, that the procedure we follow 
is through the Canada Manpower Centres. I think there is a very organized system and if 
that is the system that he is to follow, then that is the way he would go. 
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ATT. GEN.: SYDNEY MURDER CASE 'DONALD MARSIIALLI — RECORDS 

MR. VINCENT MACLEAN: A question, Mr. Speaker, through you to the Attorney 
General. Would the Attorney General inform the House as to how far back his records 
presently exist with reference to Donald Marshall? 

HON. RONALD GIFFIN: Yes, Mr. Speaker. First, with respect to the Marshall ease 
as it was before the courts in 1971 and 1972, as the honourab'e member knows, under 
the procedures which existed at that time, which were put in place by the government 
of which he was a member, there was one file that was destroyed. The only file extent 
from that time period would be the file material that we have pertaining to the appeal 
itself which really is not of any great help. It's just the factuni and the court's decision 
and that sort of thing and those records are available through the courts anyway. 

All other files pertaining to the reinvestigation of the Marshall matter and so on, which 
came to us in February of 1982, all of those files arc in existence. 

MR. VINCENT MACLEAN: Would the minister inform the House as to whether or 
not he has sought and secured the files of the RCMP which were conducted from 1972 
onwards with reference to the Donald Marshall case, obtained copies of those files to be 
placed within his system in the Attorney General's Office? 

MR. GIFFIN: No, Mr. Speaker, I am satisfied that the RCMP files, which are the 
responsibility of and maintained by the RCMP, arc in their hands. I can get copies but I'm 
satisfied that they have their files. 

MR. VINCENT MACLEAN: I would think that perhaps if the minister, through his 
department, requested those files and assessed them, he may have a considerable amount 
of information that perhaps at the proper time could be released to Donald Marshall and 
Donald Marshall's lawyer that may provide a significant amount of information. It is very 
easy for the Attorney General to say, well, the files under the old procedures were 
destroyed but why doesn't he request the copies of those files that currently exist within 
the RCMP so that that information can be mdde available and to shed additional light 
on this situation? 

MR. GIFFIN: Well, Mr. Speaker, we're getting into an area of considerable importance 
here, and that is the access to investigative files which the honourable member is referring 
to. Let me make it very clear to that honourable member, through you, Mr. Speaker, and 

anybody else that's interested in this matter, that I do not make public investigative files 
that arc held by the RCMP or held by my department. That's ii:ver been done and I'm 
not going to start doing it. 
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MR. SPEAKER: On a new questio/the honourable member for Cape Breton South. 

ATT. GEN... SYDNEY MURDER CASE I DONA LD MARSHA LL L INQUIRY 

MR. VINCENT MACLEAN: A new question. I think we have a little different situa-
tion here, Mr. Speaker, in that we're dealing with an individual who spent II years in prison 
and was later declared to be innocent by the Supreme Court of this province and a matter of 
now restitution is in order. Why then, if the minister does not want to release this in-
formation to Donald Marshall's lawyer, does he not agree with a full judicial inquiry of this 
situation so that all facts from 1971 to the present can be brought out and all new 
testimony can be made available so that we can perhaps shed some light on this situation 
and find out actually what did happen in 1971 and what actually happened in the last few 
years as well? 

HON. RONALD GIFFIN: Mr. Speaker the appropriate response to that question is 
that this government has absolutely nothing to hide with respect to the Marshall matter. 
The fact is that the reinvestigation was begun in February 1982 after the federal Mipister of 
Justice referred the matter to my predecessor Attorney General under the provisions of the 
Criminal Code. The fact is that this government and the RCMP conducted that rein-
vestigation. There was no attempt on our part, or on the part of the then Attorney General 
or the Crown Prosecutor in Cape Breton County, Mr. Frank Edwards, to impede in any way 
the reinvestigation of this matter. 

As a matter of fact, this government cooperated fully in carrying out that rein-
vestigation and in seeing that all of the facts were placed before the Appeal Division of the 
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia in connection with it. There was no attempt on our part to 
hide anything or to place any roadblocks in Mr. Marshall's way. The fact is that the Crown 
cooperated fully and properly in the reinvestigation and the rehearing of this matter. 

MR. VINCENT MACLEAN: If, as the Minister suggests, the Crown totally cooper-
ated, why is the Crown reluctant then to order a full scale investigation of the matter? 
If there are no facts that the Crown wishes to keep from public view, why then is he not 
prepared to issue that full scale investigation and expose whatever facts are still hidden 
in the Attorney General's office? 

THE PREMIER: The facts are there from when you fellows were over here. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order. 

THE PREMIER: The people of this province are smarter than that. 

MR. GIFFIN: I recognize that the honoetrable member would like to pursue this 
matter on his own terms. However, there are some comments that I have to make in that 
regard. After the reinvestigation was completed, the matter went before the Appeal Division 
of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. Mr. Marshall's conviction was set aside. However, that 
did not end the reinvestigation of the matter. It continued and, as a result of that, Mr. Roy 
Ebsary was charged with manslaughter in connection with the death of Mr. Sandy Seale. 
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A trial then ensued. Mr. Ebsary was convicted in November of 1983 of manslaughter 
and sentenced to five years imprisonment. In December of 1983 he appealed both his 
conviction and his sentence. That matter is now before the Appeal Division of the Supreme 
Court of Nova Scotia. The Appeal Division of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia has set 
May 18, 1984, as the date for the hearing of that appeal. I have stated previously, and 1 state 
it again here today, that it is my view as Attorney General that I must say or do nothing 
which would prejudice, even inadvertently, the status of that criminal proceeding. 

Among other things, one of the options open to the Appeal Division, and one of the 
things requested in the notice of appeal that was filed by Mr. Luke Wintennans, the solicitor 
representing Mr. Roy Ebsary, is a new trial. If a new trial were to be ordered by the Appeal 
Division - and I make no comment on the validity of that request or whether or not the 
court will do it, except to say that it is an option which is open to the court and which 
has been requested - if a new trial takes place, one of the concerns that we have to have is 
that nothing be done to prejudice the rights of an accused person, in this case Mr. Roy 
Ebsary, faced with a very serious criminal charge. 

MR. VINCENT MACLEAN: If the logic as displayed by the Attorney General is 
followed and another action is launched - as a matter of fact a lawsuit is presently under-
way, launched by the Chief of Police within the City of Sydney with reference to comments 
which were made with respect to his conduct during the Donald Marshall case -- then what 
the minister is indicating is that no procedure can follow on either an inquiry or com-
pensation of Donald Marshall until all cases are dealt with, including the case that is 
launched by the Chief of Police in Sydney, which means that the whole process could drag 
on for several more years before the matter is dealt with? 

MR. GIFFIN: Mr. Speaker, the honourable member is misquoting me. I have never 
said that we could do nothing at any time as long as there was any, even peripherally 
related, civil proceeding before the court. 

My principal concern throughout, and I have stated this publicly, is with the rights of 
an individual who is still before the courts on a very serious criminal charge. Now I might 
add, Mr. Speaker, that I have seen news reports that Mr. Winterrnans, the solicitor rep-
resenting Mr. Ebsary, has already indicated and this is also part and parcel of the appeal, has 
indicated a serious concern about the effect that all of the publicity that we have had in 
connection with the Marshall matter could have on his client's position before the courts, 
particularly in the event of a new trial. 

We are not talking about an academic exercise here, I am talking about the rights of 
an accused person before the courts of this province. As long as I am Attorney General I 
can guarantee you that I am not going to do anything to prejudice the rights of an accused 
person before our courts. 

Now, to move to the question of a public inquiry. I have had three requests made to 
me by Mr. Cacchione, the solicitor representing Mr. Marshall. One is for the payment of 
The second, and these were disclosed to me by Mr. Cacchione at a meeting which I had with 
him in November of 1983, the second is for compensation. The third is for a public inquiry. 
This government has neither accepted nor rejectdd those requests. I have indicated, I have 
said this publicly and I repeat it here for the benefit of members, particularly those 
members who are not lawyers and who may not appreciate all of the issues that are at play 
here. But I am concerned that if, as Attorney General, I get in the position of commenting 
on this matter while it is still before the courts that I could prejudice Mr. Ebsary's position 
before the courts. That is a very serious matter to me and I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, and 
through you to all members, that it is a very serious matter for every member of this House. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for Halifax Chebucto. 

ATT. GEN.: SYDNEY MURDER CASE I DONALD MARSHALL! — COMPENSATION 

MS. ALEXA MCDONOUGH: Well, Mr. Speaker, I would also like to direct my 
question to the honourable Attorney General. I am wondering, in view of the repeated legal 
opinions given, and to my knowledge, almost universally by any lawyers who commented 
on the matter, that absolutely no connection exists between the question of compensation 
for Junior Marshall and the appeal of Roy Ebsary's murder conviction. I wonder if the 
Attorney General could explain how, in his view, the issue of whether, and how much. 
Donald Marshall ought to be compensated could possibly affect the outcome of the Ebsary 
appeal? 

HON. RONALD GIFFIN: First, Mr. Speaker, the honourable member is totally 
incorrect in her statement. There is no universality of legal opinion on that matter. The fact 
is that it is a matter that could be argued either way. There are those who can argue that the 
question of compensation for Mr. Marshall has nothing to do with Mr. Ebsary's status before 
the criminal courts today. 

On the other hand, there is the very obvious and tragic fact that all of these criminal 
proceedings, the criminal proceedings involving Donald Marshall, the criminal proceedings 
now involving Roy Ebsary, all of those proceedings flow from one tr.-a& event, the death of 
Mr. Sandy Seale. I have great difficulty in my own mind in saying. when we recognize that 
all of this flows from that single event, that somehow the two matters can now be separated. 
I may be wrong in this but I cannot afford to run the risk that 1 am right. 

MS. MCDONOUGH: Well, Mr. Speaker, in view of the fact that it is a legal fact and a 
moral fact that Donald Marshall has been totally cleared of any responsibility for the 
murder in question, I would ask the Attorney General if he would explain what prevents 
him and his government from at least, at an absolute minimum, stating its intention to get 
on with compensation for Donald Marshall? At least appointing a public inquiry which 
may, if his view must persist in this, be impossible to initiate and move to the stage of public 
hearings until after the Ebsary trial has been completed, but at least establish an intent and a 
commitment by this government to proceed with those two action? 

MR. GIFFIN: Mr. Speaker, my difficulty with this matter is simply that first of all we 
have no precedents to guide us dealing with this. Secondly, that there are arguments both 
ways on the point that the honourable member has made, but I cannot predict what the 
outcome of that would be or what effect those actions .might have on Mr. Ebsary's status 
before the courts and that is not my risk to run. I have no right to take a chance with his 
rights on a serious criminal proceeding. The only prudent and responsible course of action 
that I can take as Attorney General is to avoid saying or doing anything that might prejudice 
his position before the courts. That is a fundamental principle that I have to respect. 

By the same token, I have not said, the Premier has not said at any time, that we 
have rejected the requests that have been put forviard on Mr. Marshall's behalf. But there is 
a right time and an appropriate time for us to deal with those requests. But it is my view, I 
will express it as clearly as I can, that while Mr. Ebsary is still before the criminal courts on 
the very serious charge of manslaughter, that I must not take any chances with his position 
before the courts. That is fundamental. 

MS. MCDONOUGH: Well Mr. Speaker, if, as the Attorney General has made it very 
clear, he is not prepared in any way to air the public facts that would result from a public 
inquiry into the Donald Marshall wrongful conviction. 1 would still ask the Attorney 
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General to indicate what it is that prevents his government from at least getting on with 
some kind of interim compensation payments that would allow Donald Marshall to proceed 
with trying to reconstruct his life and then make provision for some appropriate adjustment 
in those compensation payments if, at a later date, the public inquiry should indicate that 
the appropriate amount is not the amount that has been paid in the interim compensation 
payments? 

MR. GIFFIN: Mr. Speaker, 1 may get into the problem of repeating myself on some 
of this but the concern that I still have is that any public statement or action by this govern-
ment on the claims that have been put forward on Mr. Marshall's behalf could be mis-
interpreted or could create problems for the courts in dealing with the Ebsary case. I do not 
have the same concerns about civil proceedings that I have about this particular criminal 
proceeding. 

I also want to make it clear through you, Mr. Speaker, to that honourable member, 
that this argument has already been put forward by Mr. Ebsary's solicitor, who is taking that 
case on appeal. One of the arguments, he has indicated this in the public press, one of the 
arguments that he will be making is that all of the publicity that has surrounded this matter 
makes it impossible for his client to get a fair trial. So if we add to that publicity on the 
floor of this House or if I add to it as Attorney General, what effect might that have? I do 
not think that I have the right to take that chance. 
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STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Premier. 

THE PREMIER: Mr. Speaker, I wish to inform the House that the government, over 
the last number of months, has been actively considering all aspects of the Donald Marshall 
matter, and all requests made on his behalf. As a result of those deliberations and con-
siderations, the government is preparing a statement on the matter which I will deliver to 
the House next week. Mr. Speaker, until that time members of the government will not be 
making statements on the Donald Marshall matter. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

RESOLUTION NO. 23 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day I shall 
move the adoption of the following resolution: 

Whereas the case of James Buddy McEachern shows how rapidly this government can 
move when it wants to help somebody:and 

Whereas the contrast between the government's prompt arrangement of employment 
for Mr. McEachern when he joined the Conservative. Party is in telling contrast with its 
inaction on the Donald Marshall case:and 

Whereas what this government did for Buddy McEachern it could equally have done 
for Donald Marshall, if it wanted to, without any need for a public crusade or campaigning 
by members of this Legislature: 

Resolved that this government be asked to explain why, when it moved with such 
speed for Buddy McEachern it cannot do the same to help Donald Marshall. 

MR. SPEAKER: The notice is tabled. 
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MOTIONS OTHER THAN COVE NMENT MOTIONS 

MR. SPEAKER: The honoura e member for Antigonish. 

MR. WILLIAM GILLIS: M . Speaker, pursuant to an agreement by the three Parties 
in the House, I ask unanimous consent to call Resolution No. 3. This was done because 
there was not sufficient time n order to have the required two days' notice, but there is 
agreement. 

MR. SPEAKER: Is it agreed? It is agreed. 

Res. No. 3, re Att. Gen.: Sydney Murder Case (Donald Marshall] — Inquiry and 
Compensation — notice given Feb. 28/84 — (Mr. A.M. Cameron) 

MR. SPEAKER: Honourable members will find the resolution in their copies of 
Hansard for yesterday, where it appears at Page 29. Before I recognize the Leader of the 
Opposition, in light of the fact that this resolution has been called for debate today, 1 feel it 
is encumbent upon me to say a word or two odor to the commencement of the debate 
relating to a convention which applies in relation to debate in the Legislature regarding 
matters wnich arc still pending before the criminal courts. While I realize that the matter of 
the resolution relates to the case of Mr. Doiald Marshall, 1 think all honourable members are 
aware of the fact that arising out of the circumstances of that case, there is a matter which is 
still before the Appeal Division of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. 1 wish to refer 
honourable members, just briefly, to Beauchesne's Parliamentary Rules and Forms, fifth 
edition, where under the heading "The Sub-Judice Convention", the following appears at 
Page 118: 

1 

"Members are expected to refrain from discussing matters that are before the courts 
or tribunals which are courts of record. The purpose of this sub-judice convention is to 
protect the parties in a case awaiting or undergoing trial and persons who stand to be 
affected by the outcome of a judicial inquiry. It is a voluntary restraint imposed by the 
House upon itself in the interest of justice and fair play." 

. .,J174.1,T7170 11; 0.10 
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And then at Paragraph 336, "The sub-judice convention has been applied consistently 
in criminal cases." Now some years ago the House of Commons struck a Special Committee 
on the Rights and Immunities of Members, and that committee, "... recommended that the 
responsibility of the Speaker during the question period should be minimal as regards the 
sub-judice convention, and that the responsibility should principally rest upon the Member 
who asks the question and the Minister to whom it is addressed. However, the Speaker 
should remain the final arbiter in the matter but should exercise his discretion only in 
exceptional cases. In doubtful cases he should rule in favour of debate and against the 
convention." 

There is a rule dealing with the convention which has been put in place in the House of 
Commons at Westminster and of course, that doesn't pertain to us, strictly speaking, hut 
there, there is a bar against "references in debate (as well as in Motions and Questions) to 
m.Aters awaiting or under adjudication in all courts exercising a criminal jurisdiction". 

Now, I am aware of the circumstances here. I am going to permit the debate to but I 
would ask honourable members to bear in mind that there is a criminal matter arising 
out of these facts before the courts and when they are making their speeches to keep that 
in mind and not to trespass beyond the bounds. 

This is an unusual case. where we have, well. I'm not going to say anything more about 
it except that it is an unusual case. I am going to permit the debate to proceed but I would 
ask honourable members to exercise restraint and refer to the Marshall situation and not get 
involved in matters which may relate to the case which is still before the courts. 

The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, in rising to speak on Resolution No. 3,1 respect 
your decision in relation to the matter that is now before the court and I certainly feel that 
we have had a question period on this subject and the subject, as the resolution I believe 
fairly clearly indicates, is relating to the Marshall case as it relates to Mr. Marshall in 
particular and my reference, hopefully, will be in that direction. 

Mr. Speaker, when calling this resolution I think that we have an opportunity to have 
a look at what might happen. I am somewhat disappointed that government has made a 
decision not to debate and opted out of looking at this particular problem. I don't wish 
today or at this time, particularly at this time, to talk about the history of this particular 
case. Except to say that Mr. Marshall was found guilty on the 5th day of November, 1971, 
of murder and then the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, the Appeal Division acquitted Mr. 
Marshall on the 10th day of May in 1983. 

I want to point out very clearly that we are not here now to talk about anything but 
basically justice in this particular case. Not who was there and where and when, but 
particular justice in this case. In our request, in our resolution we have asked for two things. 
We've requested an inquiry and the we also requested compensation. The inquiry that we 
have calls for an investigation into the circumstznces surrounding the entire case, the arrest, 
the trial from the beginning and I think it is importfant that it's from the beginning to the 
present time. And compensation is directed for this particular gentleman for his losses as a 
result of it. 

Mr. Speaker, I think that all of us here have heard enough about the history. I could 
go into the history of this case and could deal with the history in considerable length. But 
I don't know that that serves a great deal of purpose. I think our main objective, as I have 
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indicated is to try and look at two specific areas and why those two specific areas, we 
believe, are of particular importance to Mr. Marshall. 

Donald Marshall fortunately is now at last free and his nightmare of the wrongful 
conviction and imprisonment is over. I think we are all thankful for that to have happened. 
Yet this gentleman has lost more than a decade of his life. He was unable to work, to 
earn a living, to have a home of his own. He has had to prepare himself for the working 
force and his working life from behind prison bars. His contemporarie.; have been able to 
have the opportunity to function in the working world and to gain experience in the job 
market. He is even now found himself in a situation where he's unPble to pay his lawyer 
who, I might say, Mr. Speaker, has worked very tiredlessly on his behalf. In addition to the 
bill of the lawyer, Mr. Marshall has also been weighted down with a mountain of other debts 
associated with his circumstances while in prison. 

In light, Mr. Speaker, of all that has happened to him and in view of the way the 
criminal justice system appears to have erred in this particular case, we feel that it is 
imperative that public confidence of our system of justice be upheld and, in fact, restored. 
If such a tragedy can happen to one man in this country and in our own society, I think 
we must be well aware that it also could happen to anyone of us. That is the basis for 
the first part of our resolution or motion and that is an inquiry to be held into all the 
circumstances surrounding the investigation and trial of Donald Marshall. I believe that 
only then can all of the facts be fully discovered and any mistakes corrected so that this 
type of unfortunate incident does not happen again in the future. 

The second part of our resolution or motion deals with compensation for Mr. Marshall. 
There is no legislation which allows this to happen at the present time. Such tragic events 
are, thankfully I might add, few and far between, but they cry out for some kind of a 
solution, some attempt to right the wrongs of which, apparently, has been done. It is an 
ancient principle of Anglo-Canadian law and I think a principle that we all want to believe 
strongly in, that not only must justice be done, it must be seen to be done in each and 
every case. The courts have completed their work and ordered Mr. Marshall's freedom but 
I think that we, as legislators, must go further and attempt in some way to compensate 
him for the experience, a rather difficult experience, that he has gone through. 

I believe that we all must be compassionate, willing to admit that there may have 
been an error, willing to right this particular wrong. Our system of justice is to take pride 
in itself and I think that we want to see that that system of justice is given to every Nova 
Scotian and every Canadian. I believe in fully compensating an investigation into this 
matter. We not only give aid and comfort to Mr. Marshall himself but we affirm for all 
our citizens in this province the essential fairness and humanity of our system. We are 
given the opportunity in this particular case to act in accordance with the best tradition 
of our heritage of freedom, to demonstrate society's concerns for those who have been 
wronged. 

I mentioned in my earlier comments the denial of the opportunity to work and to 
earn an income and, perhaps, to even own his own home. Surely, some fair estimate of the 
value of this can be made in Mr. Marshall's case.,It's certainly not beyond our capabilities 
today to assess the kind of loss that may have been experienced by Mr. Marshall. He had 
also had some very significant legal costs which, in fact, are known but to this, I think, 
must be added some other help to repay, in whatever small way possible, the loneliness 
which is very, very difficult to measure in terms of dollars, and the loss of enjoyment of life, 
which I suspect none of us could put a value of dollars on. But there has been a loss of 
enjoyment of life that has been this man's lot for the 11 years which he spent in the 
penitentiary. 
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Mr. Speaker, I have no doubt that members of this House and, for that matter, the 
public at large will support an effort to provide Mr. Marshall with compensation. We ask 
that the compensation be generous and that it be given at an early date. The long years since 
1977 have passed rather slowly for Mr. Marshall and 1 would suggest that surely we, as 
humane people, surely we should look at, the time for waiting for payment should not be 
too long. 

In supporting compensation for Mr. Marshall, .NC don't set in my opinion, a precedent 
which will bind our successors in this Legislature or anywhere else. I think it is a matter of 
simply recognizing and facing up to the extraordinary circumstances that this particular cask.. 
puts forward. 

I would appeal to all honourable members to look carefully and to think carefully 
about this case. Let us spare Mr. Marshall the further indignity of pleading for help, from a 
financial point of view. Let us show all fair-minded people of Canada that we are prepared 
to act justly, for we have in our power perhaps the last real chance that this man has to he 
truly set free. 

Again I ask all members of this Ilouse to look carefully and to think carefully about 
what we are requesting in this resolution. We are requesting two basic things. One is an 
inquiry and secondly, and perhaps most importantly from a humane point of view, that 
is compensation for a man who spent II years in prison for a crime that AC I „h not com- 

mitted. There are the two sides to look at, justice and a fair deal, and I appeal to all honour-
able members of this House to look at both of those factors. 

Justice is important and I think we all stand for and mean well when we speak of it 
and, certainly, a fair deal is something that we all can very truly appreciate as members of 
this Legislature. I urge all honourable members to think carefully about this resolution and 
to give it some thought and give it some support, so the Executive Council will have that 
kind of support when they make their decision, whenever it might be. Thank you. 
(Applause) 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Mr. Speaker, I would like to make it clear in beginning 
my remarks on this resolution that the Labor Party has for some time supported the cause 
of justice for Donald Marshall, Junior. I have a personal interest in this matter, Mr. Speaker. 
I knew the late Sandy Seale, in fact I was his teacher in school at the time that he lost his 
life. I remember we had all the studcnts down to attend along the roadside as the cortege 
drew past and I felt a distinct loss. I know Mr. Scale's parents, Oscar and Leatha Seale. They 
are not living in Whitney Pier now but they lived there for many years. I have known the 
Marshall family. 

I also know the young man, John Pratico, who was the key witness at the time that 
Marshall was convicted. Mr. Pratico, while a fipe young man and often a visitor in my home, 
unfortunately suffers from mental illness and has since he was a small boy. That he was the 
star witness at the time of the original conviction has always made me feel that a wrong was 
done at that time, because I know that if I was ever to be accused of a serious crime I would 
certainly want the witnesses that testified to at least be people of sound mind. That how-
ever, was not done in this case. 

I personally have known the principals then that are involved in this unhappy history. 
They are from my part of the world and I must say that when the full facts of the Marshall 
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situation became known, the wrongful conviction. I know the Attorney General will know 
that he received correspondence from me and I know that his predecessor will know that 
he too, I saw him in the gallery, received correspondence from me in that regard. I didn't 
make all of that material public, in fact the last plea that I sent the Attorney General 
before this session of the House began, begged him to make an interim compensation 
payment to Mr. Marshall that would be sufficient to pay his legal bills and get him reestab-
lished in society without it coming to the floor of this House. To act before the session 
of the Legislature began so that it would not be necessary that there be any discussion of 
this matter here in the House. There are certain things, Mr. Speaker, that you would think 
that a government would simply do without being prodded. 

We heard the Premier's announcement this afternoon that the government will make 
an announcement on this subject next week. In the meantime will not discuss the matter. 
Well, as with their new business plan for Sydney Steel that means that they will make 
decisions behind closed doors and then will inform us after, and since we apparently will 
not be in on the inner decisions or the inner discussions that will lead to the decision, I 
would hope, through the means of an appeal to reason at this time, to perhaps influence 
the government in whatever decision they will see fit to make. 

I want to say this, sir, that I make the point that we have supported this because I 
had a call on the telephone this morning from a lady who was rather upset because she had 
seen on the cable television screen, the Broadcast News account of yesterday's proceedings 
in the Legislature which said only that the Liberals and the NDP supported the cause of 
justice for Donald Marshall and the Labor Party had not been mentioned. I told that lady 
that it was very unfair of Broadcast News not to mention the name of this party also as 
supporting that matter because the Chronicle-Herald, the Cape Breton Post, the News 
Radio and ATV all recognize that there had been a unified unanimous stand on this matter 
on the part of the three Opposition parties represented in this House, and that was a matter 
of public record. So I hope that whoever is looking after the interests of Broadcast News 
will please be fair in their future proceedings of this Legislature. 

Now, sir, there are many aspects of this matter that cause me much concern. Because 
other members wish to participate in the debate I am not going to launch into a lengthy 
treatise. I am sorry about the attitude that the government has assumed in this matter. I 
feel that it could have been settled quietly and without controversy. I know that it could 
have been settled quietly without controversy. 

In an earlier notice of resolution today I made the comparison between the way in 
which this government acted in one instance, where it was deemed politically expedient, 
where they were able to rope in a convert from another party and hopefully get themselves 
a candidate in the constituency where Tories are about as scarce as dodo birds. They roped 
in Mr. McEachern, they made him a big man in a big office and gave him a big job all at 
once. Acted with tremendous speed. One might almost say they acted decisively, promptly. 

Now why that couldn't have been done in this larger matter, which to me, certainly 
would seem of far more broad consequence, of far more real significance, and of far more 
historical significance in the judgment that history will make of the John Buchanan Govern-
ment. I don't know. You'd think that if they had any smarts at all, they would have realized 
that this was the thing they should have moved quickly on. Not getting Buddy McEachern a 
job so that he could run in Cape Breton Nova. They could have done that this summer, 
they could even have done that this fall, unless they're intending an election earlier than 
1. thought they were going to call one. That could have waited. But this matter, this Marshall 
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situation, should have been addressed by now, and I think the government should be 
chastiied and will be chastized, not by me so much, as by public opinion which is the court 
to which all politicians and all elected political institutions ultimately stand answerable. 
That. I suggest, is where they are going to find themselves losing by their failure to address 
this matter with reasonable dispatch. 

I have made some specific recommendations to the Attorney General. I have said, for 
one thing. that I think that an interim compensation payment could be made now, without 
jeopardizing any future, subsequent decisions that may be made. I would suggest that 
the amount of an interim compensation payment that should be made should certainly 
he that this man's legal bills should be paid. His legal bills should be paid in full. Also, 
that he should be given a sufficient sum of money and rehabilitation and help. 

As was mentioned yesterday, the Minister of Labour, or somebody over there, if they 
can provide government jobs to as undeserving candidates as Ruddy Mcliachern, surely, 
they could have provided a job to this Mall. They certainly could have, because they have 
many jobs at their disposal. That type of rehabilitation effort should have been made and 
it it hasn't been made then they could decide right now to do it. No further discussion 
or debate would he required. Pay the legal bills, get the man a job, give him some money 
to get him started back on his feet, and then later on after the other matters before the 
courts have been disposed of, then a final decision could be made as to what compensation 
could be paid for the loss of I 1 years of his life by way of wrongful imprisonment. That, sir. 
is the essence of what I wanted to say. 

I also wanted to say that in my view this case will not be cleared, the total situation, 
until some compensation has been made to the family of the late Sandy Seale whose trauma 
and having to re-live their ordeal of 14 years ago has been very great indeed, every time that 
this case has been mentioned publicly, as it has so much. I have applied to the office of the 
Compensation for the Victims of Crime for compensation payment to the Seale family and 
have been told that they cannot be compensated because that Statute came into effect in 
1971.  or 1978, rather, was it 1979? Some time after the death of their son and, therefore, it 
cannot be applied retrospectively. In my view the ordeal they are undergoing today as this 
case continues to be publicized, is a very contemporary and current event. I think that if 
amendments were brought in today to amend the Act to compensate victims of crime that 
that Act ought to be amended to compensate people who suffer current trauma as a result 
of crimes which may have transpired prior to the passage of that Act. That could be done 
very simply, again, were there a will to do so. 

That's basically the meat of all this, the bottom line as they say. Where there's a 
will, there's a way. When you want to do something, you don't think about it, you don't 
talk about it, you just go and do it. They wanted to help Buddy McEachern and they helped 
him. No legislative debate was required. No resolution imploring the government to get Mr. 
McEachern a job. They just went ahead and they did it. Because they thought it was in their 
political interest to do so. I think it would be in their political interest to settle this matter 
and not to see it dangling and dragged on and on. Because I believe that, sir, I don't want to 
make a long speech on this matter. I think I've said quite enough. The message is there. It's 
up to the government to act. If they don't do so they will certainly be held responsible. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for Halifax Chebucto. 

MS. ALEXA MCDONOUGH: Well, Mr. Speaker, 1 rise to speak on this issue because 1, 
like all other Opposition members, continue to be appalled and sickened and regretful at the 
government's response to the continuing appeals to address the Donald Marshall case. 
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I think, Mr. Speaker, you'll be aware, and I know members of the government are 
aware, that I have repeatedly pleaded with the Attorney General and with this government 
to not allow the spectacle that has already gone on here and that is very likely to continue 
to go on here in the House in debating the Donald Marshall situation to be forced into 
existence and it seems to me, Mr. Speaker, very clear that this is a government with a 
mandate and all the means necessary and available to it to get on with addressing the Donald 
Marshall case, both in terms of compensation and the appointment of a public inquiry that 
can look into all of the circumstances surrounding the wrongful conviction and imprison-
ment of Donald Marshall. 

You know, Mr. Speaker, yesterday, when I raised questions in this House and other 
members raised questions in this House about the government's inaction, I for one, allowed 
myself, in the short term anyway, to be once again intimidated and somewhat baffled by 
the legalistic talk of the Premier and the Attorney General. I think again today, Mr. Speaker. 
because of the Premier's statement in which he made it clear that no members of the gov-
ernment side would speak on this issue, and even in terms of the Speaker's reminder to us, 
and I know that that was done in good faith, and I know it was done because of long-
standing tradition and convention in terms of the Rules of the House when it conies to a 
matter that is before the court. 

Nevertheless, I think the point I'm trying to make is that the legal baftlegab that has 
surrounded the government's refusal to act on this situation has confused but has not fooled 
a concerned and responsive public into believing that the government is unable to act on this 
situation because of the Ebsary appeal that lies ahead. This is not a court of law, Mr. 
Speaker. I don't need to remind you of that, and it is not the job of those of us elected by 
the ordinary citizens of this province to come to legal conclusions about the guilt or 
innocence of any of our citizens. 

What we have before us, Mr. Speaker, is a fact in law that Donald Marshall has been 
cleared of the conviction, lie has been acquitted of the crime for which he served II years, 
wrongfully, in prison, and nothing that comes out of the Ebsary appeal will alter that fact. 
I'm not a lawyer but I do understand enough about the fundamental concepts of justice 
to know that a grave injustice has been done to this human being and it is the responsibility 
of those of us elected to office to ensure that compensation is made for that injustice to 
Donald Marshall, Junior and also to take every possible step to ensure that a similar injustice 
will not occur in the future to some other innocent citizen. 

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that it is necessary for us to face up to the fact that 
Donald Marshall, Junior is not yet a free man. He is not free economically because he 
spent 11 years in prison when he would otherwise have been pursuing some further educa-
tion, hopefuliy obtaining a trade and getting on with living a normal life. 

lie is not free socially. He continues to be a captive to the public concern about him. It 
is a supreme irony that because Donald Marshall's situation has not been settled, then he is 
a prisoner and a hostage to public concern. The media continue to try in good faith to 
keep the story before the public and keep the pressure on the government to take its respon-
sibility, and although I know he has been dogged by the media and it has made it extremely 
difficult for him to get on with reconstructing his life, that they have continued to pursue 
the story in good faith because they, too, want to see that justice is done. 

Donald Marshall Junior is not free emotionally. He has all of the scars and the wounds 
that go with II years spent in a penal institutior.. I would remind all members of this 
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House, Mr. Speaker, that he doesn't even have the benefit of the support system that 
normally accompanies a prisoner when he gets back on the street in the form of a parole 
officer and services from the parole department because he is an innocent man, and in 
setting him free he has been cut loose from the normal sources of support that he needs 
to get on with reconstructing his life. 

I think, Mr. Speaker, the main point that I want to make here is a very basic concept 
in opr justice system and that is that justice delayed is justice denied, and it seems to me, 
Mr. Speaker, that this government can no longer delay in addressing the desperate mis-
carriage of justice that has been allowed to happen to Donald Marshall Jr.. because the 
longer that that is delayed the less likely that this man can get on with trying to reconstruct 
his life. 

I think, Mr. Speaker, for me, one of the greatest injustices is that we rind ourselves 
here in the Legislature yet again dragging this matter before the public, and every time we 
are forced to address it because this government has left us with no alternative, and Donald 
Marshall Jr. has no other ahernatives available to him, then we add yet another wound and 
another blight to the record of this government and to the performance of the justice 
system of this province. 

I think it is very important, Mr. Speaker, that we recognize that the justice system is 
not perfect, that it is human, that it is fallible and all people can understand that errors can 
be made. People do not expect the justice system to be perfect but what they do expect, 
Mr. Speaker, is that when the justice system falters as it so clearly has done in the instance 
of Donald Marshall Jr., then the government will face up to that fact, will take its respons-
ibility to compensate the victim of it, and will get on with ensuring, through a public 
inquiry, that no such repitition will occur in the future because we failed to understand how 
things went so very much astray in this instance. 

Mr. Speaker, I know that all members of this House are aware that I was very, very 
unhappy not to enter this third session for me since my election to this Assembly without 
the benefit of a seatmate in the person of Robert Levy, who ran in Kings South in the 
recent by-election. 

I want to conclude, Mr. Speaker, by making brief reference to a statement made by 
Bob Levy in a public address the other evening and I would like to table that reference in 
which Mr. Levy has said, "Every day that goes by without compensation for Donald 
Marshall Jr. is a fresh, and unpardonable wound to justice. I say with respect to the Premier, 
and to the Attorney General that if Nova Scotia shall survive a thousand years this 
monumental callousnr.ss shall be its least impressive hour. When you withhold compensation 
after all this time you cheapen any but the most perverse concept of elementary human 
decency. When you deny him access to his file, and do so citing the Freedom of Information 
Act the travesty is complete, and when you implausibly play the game of federal-provincial 
buck passing, the traditional last refuge of scoundrels, you are beneath contempt. That this 
can happen, that you still will not act is almost beyoqd the capacity to forgive. In the name 
of what may be said to be left of the concept of justice in this province, admit your error, 
stop your stalling, and compensate this man fully, and immediately." 

I conclude my comments, Mr. Speaker, by associating myself with those words and 
adding once again my plea that this government admit its error, stop its stalling, and get on 
with full, and appropriate, and adequate compensation to Donald Marshall Jr. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The honourable member for Halifax Chebucto. 

RESOLUTION NO. 35 

MS. ALEXA MCDONOUGH: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day I 
shall move adoption of the following resolution: 

Whereas justice Oelayed is justice denied and each passing day prolongs the agony and 
uncertainty of Donald Marshall, Junior's economic circumstances, not to mention his social 
and emotional situation; and 

Whereas Donald Marshall, Junior continues to be a captive to the public concern about 
him which condemns him to constant public exposure, making it extremely difficult for him 
to get on with reconstructing his life; and 

Whereas the Premier has now stated that this government has been actively considering 
all aspects of the Donald Marshall, Junior case and is preparing to make a statement on the 
matter next week; 

Therefore be it resolved that this government be urged to bring this statement forward 
with a clear proposal for action and compensation to redress the grave injustices to Donald 
Marshall, Junior and not just more words to further prolong the delay. 

MR. SPEAKER: The notice is tabled. 
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Mark MacGulgan 
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MaeGuigan backs 
Marshall's claims 

By BILL POWER and 
The Canadian Press 

The Nova Scotia government. 
already under pressure for its hart.
dlng a the Dort.ald Marshall case. 
was slammed again Friday — this 
time by Justice Minister Mark 
Ida cC.igan. 

MacCuigan told law students at 
Dalhousie University the public 
must force Premier John Buchanan 
to compensate Marshall for the 11 
years he spent In prison for a mur-
der he did not commit. 

"We are all going to have to 
bring pressure on the Nova Scotia 
government." he said. "We owe 
something to Donald Marshall; 
there Is an obligation there." 

Protesting his Innocence, a 17-
year-old Marshall was sent to prison  

for the 1971 murder of his friend. 
Sandy Seale. After Marshall's ac-
quittal Ilst year. Roy Newman Eb-
sary. 72, of Sydney. N.S.. was 
charged and convicted of man-
slaughter. 

The question of compensation 
has been raised in the House of 
Commons and letters to the editor in 
Maritime newspapers have demand-
ed compensation for Marshall. 

Opposition members raised the 
compensation Issue in the legisla-
ture this week — its first week of 
sittings in the new session — and a 
committee of Nova Scotians set up a 
trust account to raise money for 
Marshall. The money will be used to 
lobby for compensation and a public 
inquiry Into Marshall's conviction. 

See MacCUIGAN page 2 
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However. he offered little en-
couragement to those students with 
questions about the possible decrial-
builleation of drug use, cannabis In 
partkular. 

"Canada's judicial system is 
not unmindful of the social circum-
stances in which offences of this 
type occur, but with public opinion 
the way It Is I cannot foresee any 
major changes to existing legisla-
lion," he said. 

The justice minister spent most 
of his time with about 200 students 
explaining ramifications of amend-
ments to the Criminal Code affect. I 
ing drunk-driving convictions. 

"Drinking and driving has been 
Involved in over 2,000 deaths and 
over 10,000 serious Injuries on Cana-
dian highways in the past year. It is 
a serious social problem and the Ca-
nadian people have demanded that 
the federal government take ac-
tion." he said. 

Much of the new legislation Is 
aimed at so-called problem drink-
ers, the people who are addicts and 
do not realize it, and people not in 
this category should make sure they 
do not find themselves in an unfor-
tunate situation. 

The Union of Nova Scotia Nil-
ins has also been championing the 
cause of Marshall, son of the chief 
of the Membertou Indian reserve in 
Sydney. 

MacGulgan said he has been 
applying behind-the-scenes pressure 
on the Buchanan government for 
months and will continue to do so. 
He told a reporter he has also made 
a personal contribution to the Don-
ald Marshall fund. 

But MacGulgan made no men-
tion of federal assistance for Mar-
shall. 30, who owes more than 
$Z0,000 In legal fees and is unem-
ployed. Ottawa has Insisted the case 
Is a provincial responsibility even 
though Marshall spent years in a 
federal prison. 

MacGulgan said he was encour-
aged this week when Premier Bu-
chanan.announced he will make a 
statement on the matter next week. 

Up to now, the Progressive Con-
servative government has said it 
can do nothing until an appeal by 
Ebsary, now crippled and unable to 
take care of himself, is heard. 

Macreulgan said the argument 
doesn't stand up. 

"Compensation doesn't need to 
await the completion of the Ebsary 
appeal," he said. "The judicial In-
quiry cannot go ahead but let's con-
centrate on the issue of compensa-
tion and get a response from the 
Nova Scotia government." 

Meanwhile. MacCulgan told 
students at Charles P. Allen /Ugh 
School in Bedford that youth offend. 
era should not carry criminal 
records for the rest of their lives be-
cause of minor convictions. 

He said he would like to see the 
Criminal Code amended so youths 
convicted ./f minor offenses, drug. 
related convictions for example, 
could have their record cleared 
completely after two-years good be-
havioc. 

"There will come a day when 
these offenders may be applying for 
a job and they will be asked U they 
have a criminal record. Even If 
these people have received a pardon 
they cannot legally deny their previ-
ous conviction." he said. 

He said he prefers a system 
that allows youths who have minor 
skirmishes with the law to put the 
problems of growing up behind 
them and start fresh. 

.g 
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STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Premier. 

HON. JOHN M. BUCHANAN, Q.C. (The Premier): Mr. Speaker, I said in the House 
last Wednesday that I would make a statement on behalf of the government this week 
regarding Donald Marshall. Throughout this matter, Mr. Speaker, the Government of Nova 
Scotia has been careful not to say or do anything, even inadvertently, that would either 
prejudice or appear to prejudice the status of the Ebsary criminal proceedings now before 
the courts. 
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At the same time, the government has been considering the question of compensation 
and legal costs for Donald Marshall, while recognizing that this matter requires the greatest 
care to avoid any trespass upon those criminal proceedings. For some time, the government 
has examined a number of procedures to determine the most appropriate way of dealing 
with this case. These procedures included discussions with the Government of Canada 
regarding its responsibility in the Marshall case, which is unprecedented in Canada. 

Tonight, Mr. Speaker, I am announcing that Mr. Justice Alex Campbell, of the 
Supreme Court of Prince Edward Island, has agreed to accept a commission to carry out 
an assessment of compensation and legal costs for Mr. Marshall and advise the government 
of his findings. Mr. Justice Campbell's mandate will provide him with complete authority 
to carry out this assessment as he sees fit. 

Mr. Justice Campbell is well-known in Atlantic Canada and nationally, both as a 
distinguished jurist and a former Premier of Prince Edward Island. (Applause) 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, I, first of all, would like to say to the Premier 
congratulations for taking this positive step forward and I think that, perhaps, the debates 
here in the House, I hope, have not been detrimental in seeing that this has been brought 
forward. As a matter of fact, I think it has probably been a positive thing to help bring 
it forward. 

I want to say that I believe it's a step in the right direction and one that I hope the 
compensation, when looked at by Justice Campbell, will be one that will have historic 
precedence, obviously, in this country and on this particular issue. I do hope that it's 
a speedy decision that comes forward, and I would hope that government would encourage 
that side of it to happen because I think it's important that he does not suffer too much 
longer the inconvenience that he has suffered over the past 11 years that he was in prison. 
Again, I would compliment the government and thank them for taking some of the 
direction of the Opposition. (Applause) 

MR. SPEAKER: Anything further under Statements by Ministers? 
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By DON MacDONALD ' 
Ottawa Correspondent' • . . 

Thanks to thersonal interVen-
tIon of Indian Affairs Minister John 
Munro, Donald Marshall Jr; will get 
a Job while the federal :and provin-
cial governments try to resolve the 
issue of compensation •  for the 11 
years the young Micmac Indian 
spent falsely IroprlsOned. :  . 1  

Mr. Munro met quietly Satur-
day in his Halifax hotel room with 
Mr. MarshaU in the company of  

Union of Nom ikokLan Indians 
(UNSI). riAn 1984 

The !eidersl minister said later 
in an Interview that his department 
will provide funds to permit the 
union to hire Mr. Marshall as a 
counsellor to young Indians. 

"While we try to sort it out, the 
union has a role for him (Mr. Mar-
shall) through this period," the min-
ister said. "So that is what we are 
going to do as wd attempt to solve 

Ottfc wa to 'give 
Marshall a job , • 

the problem." 1 

Noel Doucette, president of the See OTTAWA page 2 
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-• ' Mr. Munro recalled that his de- weekend by federal Justice Minister  . , •• 

partment .had been. Indirectlisin- 
Mark McGuigan. Addressing Dal- 

volved befoFe . inliring Mr. 
housle law students, Mr. MacQuigan 

i 
 Marrshall for ainine-month period, said the public must force Premier 
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The minister said he thinks the 
John Buchanan to compensate Mr. 

::,Toting Micmac Understands that his 
Marshall for the 11 years he spent In 

1 ;19Ii. Mtinro!s) hands 'Were tied with prison for a crime he did not cern- 

'. iespect "tn. makIni.  any payment mit. ?,,. 5 -19E34 . 

'even if the political Will was there." 
Prior to Mr. atunro's weekend - 

. , "But we were able to work out 
Intervention, Mr. Marsh^11 was job- 

: Instead employment opportunities 
less and saddled with more than 

: with Noel Doucette," he said. : 
$80,000 in legal fees. 

1 • Mr:: Munro's personal interven- 
Mr. Doucette said Saturday that; 

'Hon comes as the latest develop- 
the union will hire Mr. Marshall to 

ment In a controversy that occupied 
work with young Indians in the field 

the legislature session last week and 
of drug and alcohol education. 

i• public attention for .inonths. 
"Our hopes have already been 

After spending ,11 years In pHs- 
to have Junior (Mr. Marshall)  

on. Mr. Marshall as acquitted of 
cause of the unfortunate experience' 

the 1971 murder of his friend, Sandy 
that he has gone through ... he " 

: I Seale. Roy Newman Ebsary was 
would be a very good leader for the . 

charged and convicted of man- 
youth on all the reserves in Nova • 

slaughter and is currently appealing Scalia." . • 

that conviction. . Mr. Marshall can very well ar-
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While Ottawa will provide fi- 
ticulate to youth what it is like to be . 

( nancial support to give Mr. Mar- 
In prison, that it is "not a bed of 

shall a job, Mr. Munro said pressure 
roses to be in Dorchester or any

•  

• 

will be re-applied on the provincial 
prison." Mr. Doucette said. 

government to compensate him. 
The UNSI president said he and 

., Me Indikn affairs minister 
Mr. Marshall will meet today in 

agreed with remarks made late last 
Ottawa with the federal minister. 
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By ALAN JEFFERS 
and ESTELLE SMALL 

The Nova Scotia government has 
appointed a one-man commission to 
assess compensation and legal costs 
for Donald Marshall Jr., the Micmac 
Indian -whe—sPent ii Yi!ars in pri.u1r. 
after being wuongfully convicted of 
murder. 

Premier John Buchanan told the 
legislature Monday the Inquiry, to be 
carried out by Prince Edward Island 
Supreme Court Justice Alex Camp-
bell, will consider only the question of 
compensation and legal costs for Mr. 
Marshall and not the events surround-
ing his wrongful 'conviction of the 
murder of Sandy Seale in 1971. 

Outside the Legislature, Mr. Bu-
chanan said the inquiry.  will not deal 
with the events In 1971 so as not to 
interfere with the May 18 appeal of 
Roy Ebsary, who was found guilty of 

.manslaughter In connection with the 
death of Mr. Scale. 

••• Mr. Justice Campbell will begin 
the inquiry immediately, but no dead-
line has been set for him to turn over 
his report to government 

Net' will the government be bound 
by the findinis of that report, the pr.-
Inky said. "We'll have to wait and see 
what his findings are ... In a com-
mission of this type, it would be not 
only premature but ... wrong for me  

to say what we will do with whatever 
he comes up with." 

Asked whether Mr. Justice Camp-
bell's report would be made public, 
the premier said that also will depend 
on what is in the report. 

Mr. Iluchanan said the former 
Prince Edward Island premier will 
have "complete co-operation from the 
attorney-general's department and 
dnyune else Jiat he deems necessary 
to carry out a proper assmment." 

The attorney-general depart-
ment's current file on Mr. Marshall, 
to which his lawyer Felix Cacchione 
has been denied access under the 
Freedom of Information Act, could be 
turned over if Mr. Justice.Campbell 
so desires. 

"That's entirely a matter for the 
Judge, not for us." 

Both Liberal leader Sandy Camer-
on and NDP leader Alcza McDonough 
welcomed the news that the issue of 
compensation for Mr. Marshall would 
be addressed at last. 

Mr. Cameron said he hopes the 
compensation issue will be settled 
quickly and stressed the need for a 
public inquiry into events surrounding 
Mr. Marshall's wrongful conviction. 

Ms. McDonough was much firmer 
In her demand for an inquiry into the 

See MARSHALL page 2 
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The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

RESOLUTION NO. 72 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day I 
shall move the adoption of the following resolution: 

Whereas delay is the deadliest form of denial; and 

Whereas this government has announced the appointment of Mr. Justice Alex 
Campbell, former Premier of Prince Edward Island, as a one-man Commission of Inquiry 
into the Donald Marshall case, with no commitment whatever that Mr. Campbell's recom-
mendations will be followed; and 

Whereas we all know that Royal Commissions, select committees and commissioners 
of inquiry are one of the favourite dodges of this government, to use delaying tactics to 
procrastinate and to put off action on urgent problems; and 

Whereas it will only prolong the agony of Donald Marshall to have offices opened, 
staff appointed, stationery printed and so forth, so that Mr. Campbell can commence 
time-consuming study so that in the end an impressive bound volume can be filed with this 
government, to then gather dust on the shelf; 

Resolved that it is no solution for Donald Marshall, to do as this government has done 
and that the appointment of Mr. Justice Campbell is simply a delaying tactic to put off the 
granting of compensation to Donald Marshall. 

MR. SPEAKER: The notice is tabled. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 73 

MS. ALEXA MCDONOUG11: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future 
day I shall move the adoption of the following resolution: 

Whereas yesterday's appointment of an inquiry into the question of compensaZion for 
Donald Marshall, Jr. is long overdue; and 

Whereas it demonstrates that this government's stated reason for not acting sooner was 
merely a hollow excuse and a delaying tactic as yet unexpLined by the Premier; and 

Whereas the terms of reference announced for the inquiry are far too narrow; and 

Whereas the very serious issues raised by Mr. Marshall's wrongful conviction and 
imprisonment will not be addressed by the announced inquiry; and 

Whereas public opinion will not be satisfied until we can all be assured that such a 
miscarriage of justice will not happen again: 

Therefore be it resolved that the Premier act immediately, either to broaden the 
terms of reference of the Campbell Inquiry to include an investigation into Donald Marshall. 
Jr.'s wrongful conviction and imprisonment, or to appoint a separate public inquiry with the 
express mandate of determining what went wrong and what steps can be taken to ensure 
it never happens again in Nova Scotia. 

MR. SPEAKER: The notice is tabled. 
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ADJOURNMENT 

MOTION UNDER RLE 5(5) 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

SY DNEY MURDER CASE I 1)ONA Li) MA RSHALL I 
GOV 'T. RESPONSE — INADEQUATE 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Earlier this afternoon, Mr. Speaker, 
I read into the record Resolution No. 72 which states that "delay is the deadliest form of 
denial:", and states further that "this government has announced the appointment of Mr. 
Justice Alex Campbell, former Premier of Prince Edward Island. as a one-man Commission 
of Inquiry into the Donald Marshall case, with no commitment whatever that Mr. Camp-
bell's recommendations will be followed;", and states further that "we all know that Royal 
Commissions, select committees, and commissioners of inquiry are one of the favourite 
dodges of this government," or for that matter, Mr. Speaker, of any government. "to use 
delaying tactics to procrastinate and to put off action on urgent problems;". 

And further, "Whereas it will only prolong the agony of Donald Marshall to have 
offices opened, staff appointed, stationery printed, etc. so  that Mr. Campbell can commence 
time consuming study so that in the end an impressive bound volume can be filed with this 
government to then gather dust", or whatever use the government sees lit to make of that 
volume. 

I stated at that time that it was no solution at all for Donald Marshall to do as the 
government has done, and that the appointment of Mr. Justice Alex Campbell is a delaying 
tactic to put off the granting of compensation to Mr. Marshall. 
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1 read carefully the press accounts today, the front page headline news stories about 
this matter. I read in the Mail-Star at Page 2, today, Tuesday, March 6,1984, the following, 
"Nor will the government be bound by the findings of that report,", that is the report of 
Mr. Justice Alex Campbell. The Premier stated, the government will not be hound by the 
findings of the report, "We'll have to wait and see what his findings arc ... In a commission 
of this type, it would be not only premature hut ... wrong for me to say that we will 
do with whatever he comes up with. Asked whether Mr. Justice Campbell's report would be 
made public, the Premier said that also will depend on what is in the report." 

Now you see, Mr. Speaker, what they are up to. I would like to make a further 
reference to this newspaper article befor I table the paper. It quotes Mr. Marshall's lawyer 
and states that the lawyer stated that he did not feel that perhaps any "real step forward.", 
had been taken and that "Justice delayed is justice denied,", and so forth. That is today's 
Mail-Star. 

Now. Mr. Speaker, you will have to forgive me if I have a shred of doubt and perhaps 
e‘ en of cynicism as to what has happened here in the last 24 hours. We all know that 
when this session of the House began the government's position, the Attorney General's 
position, was that they would not take any action on this matter until other cases now 
before the courts, not dealing with Donald Marshall but until those other cases had been 
dispensed with. they would not take any action at all. 

We know too. that there was a United tn-Party effort from the combined Opposition to 
flush the government out, to make them face the issue square on instead of procrastinating 
and delaying and then, finally, to take the heat off the government in the wake of a 
tremendous tidal wave, I believe, of public opinion right across Canada - we had a United 
Church Minister in Montreal setting up a foundation to collect money. we had letters to the 
editor in the Globe and Mail and in western Canadian newspapers. television and radio 
commentaries. There was a tremendous tidal wave of public opinion against the procras-
tination and the delays of this government, and the government met, down in the Cabinet 
Room no doubt. and they decided that they had to do something to take the heat off the 
government. What did they do? They said, we'll appoint a commission to study the matter. 
The classic dodge of this government. The only thing that was lacking was that they didn't 
set up a full-fledged select committee to study the matter. This time they chose just the one 
man commission of inquiry. 

Mr. Speaker, I have no objections to the gentleman who has been chosen. I know Mr. 
Alex Campbell personally. I have every confidence in him as an individual. He is a man of 
ability and a man of integrity who, in my view, is one of the best Premiers that the Province 
of Prince Edward Island ever had. But that notwithstanding, the fact is that his terms of 
reference are such as to be meaningless. The man can investigate, the man can make the 
finest recommendations that he wants, hut the government is not bound to follow them. 
We have no idea how long this exercise may take. We know however, that with past Royal 
Commissions of Inquiry such as the commission of Mr. Justice McCleave to explore uranium 
mining in this province, that the man. upon receiving his commission, had to open an office, 
had to appoint staff, had to have stationery print9d, had to have all the accoutrements 
necessary to get such an exercise underway in the first place. 

Then when it began, there were extensive hearings, it went on and on and on. I don't 
know what the final outcome of that inquiry was, but if that is any idea of how these types 
of inquiries go we can well imagine that this will not result even in a recommendation being 
made to the government in short order. Rather, it will take a great deal of time. We don't 
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know whether the results of that commission of inquiry will be made available to members 
of this House. The Premier has stated that they very well may not be. Depending on 
whether he likes what they have to say or not. 

So, sir, I say that the people, and we as members of the Legislature, have been taken in 
by this government once again, by some sleight of hand, by some smooth-talking deception 
designed not to address the problem, not to grant justice to Donald Marshall, but rather to 
take the heat off the government, to get them off the hook. We are not going to let them 
off the hook, Mr. Speaker. We are not going to let them off the hook because I am sure 
that by this dodge that they have taken, they will in no way escape public opinion so long 
as we do not let the people believe that something meaningful is going to be done. 

Now, sir, I have very little time to speak on this matter. Ten minutes I believe is the 
limit and then I invite other honourable members to participate in the debate. But I want 
to say sir, that my position on this matter is as follows, and this is not a new invention 
for today. It is something I have said consistently long before this session of the House 
began, as anyone who follows me closely will know. I have stated that First of all, in view 
of the miscarriage of justice that has taken place, the government has a moral duty. in my 
view, to make an immediate interim compensation payment to Mr. Donald Marshall, Junior. 
To address his problem on the same urgent and immediate basis that they addressed the 
employment problems of Mr. James "Buddy-  McEachern or, for that matter, to address it 
on the same urgent and immediate basis that the federal government addressed Mr. 
Marshall's employment problems, which this government could have done. 

I asked them to long before whatever took place this past weekend, but they did not 
respond. So, another level of government moved in to act where they had not acted. 13111 I 
still say that the only proper and just course of action for this government to take is not to 
appoint a commission of inquiry to sit on the matter, but rather to grant an immediate 
interim compensation payment sufficient to pay Mr. Marshall's legal bills and sufficient to 
make a reasonable payment to re-establish him in life. I would suggest up to SI00,000 as a 
ballpark figure for consideration in that matter. When that has been done, then would be 
the appropriate time to appoint Mr. Justice Alex Campbell, or whomever they may wish, as 
a commission of inquiry to look into all aspects of this matter, including not only a final 
compensation payment to Mr. Marshall for the II years that he lost off his life, but such 
other aspects as the commissioner of inquiry may deem just, including the question of how 
this whole thing happened in the first place, and all such related matters. 

I think, sir, that, in a nutshell, the difference between what the government is 
proposing to do and what I'm proposing to do is the concept of immediate action. Immedi-
ate action rather than procrastination. It's true that what they have done may have a certain 
effect, it may get them off the hook to a certain extent because they have given the appear-
ance of doing something but, in actuality, sir, I suggest that they have done very little. In 
fact, for Donald Marshall himself, I suggest that tonight will not be much different from last 
night or the night before, that the Premier's statement really has made no practical 
difference in his day to day life, which remains as it has before. 

Now, there are many other aspects of this case that I would like to deal with. Mr. 
Speaker, because I'm not satisfied with its general handling. I'm not satisfied with the 
failure of almost anyone else other than myself, that has addressed this, to look at the 
problem of the family of the late Sandy Seale, who are people that I am determined shall 
not be overlooked in the final resolution of this whole miscarriage of justice. However, sir. 
because I believe I have 10 minutes on the clock, and I believe those 10 minutes are now 
pretty well coming to an end, and because I hope and trust that other honourable members 
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may wish to participate in this debate, I will at this point take my seat and invite other 
honourable members to comment as they see fit on this matter. 

In summary, sir, I say that I have no apologies for having stated today to the media 
that I was not satisfied with the government's action on this matter and I think that if other 
honourable members look closely at what the government has done that they, too. ought 
not to be satisfied with the action that the government has taken in appointing this com-
mission of inquiry, whose terms of refercnce are not binding on the government and whose 
findings may not, for that matter, ever he published or even be imiude k -110 \k to the members 
of the Legislature, ILt alone to those who have suffered as the result of a long-standing 
miscarriage of justice. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for I lalifax Chebucto. 

MS. ALEXA MCDONOUGH: Vell, Mr. Speaker, I rise to participate in this debate 
with very mixed feelings because it saddens me and shocks me and I guess I would have 
to say even more strongly, disgusts me - - to realize that we find ourselves still, or perhaps 
no re accurately, find ourselves yet again pleading, with the government to take some con-
crete action, as the previous member has also stated, rather than to engage in measures 
to further prolong the delay. 

And, Mr. Speaker. on Friday of last week, I introduced a resolution in this House, 
following the honourable Premiers indication that he intended to make a statement this 

eek, that hopefully would be substantive in nature on the Donald NEI:shall. Junior Case. 
and I in that resolution, Mr. Speaker, because as Mitch as I hoped this would 
not be the case, I very much feared that the effect of any statement issued by the Premier 
this week would be to further prolong the delay. 

I will just repeat, Mr. Speaker, that resolution, without its preamble, that I introduced 
in the House on Friday, namely)  " ... that this government be urged to bring this statement 
forward with a clear proposai for action and compensation to redress the grave injustices to 
Donald Marshall, Junior and not just more words to further prolong the delay." 

And it is with very great regret, Mr. Speaker, that I find we are left, in this Chamber, 
to still plead with the government to take some action that will have significant impact 
on the life of Donald Marshall, Junior and not just represent yet another means of delaying 
concrete action. 

You know, Mr. Speaker, of all of the statements made in connection with that formal 
statement introduced last night by the Premier, in setting up this commission, the one that I 
find to be the most disgusting and the most difficult to justify and, frankly, the most crass, 
was the Premier's statement to the press last night that one of the reasons why he had 
finally resorted to taking some action was that he felt it was necessary to remove it from the 
political arena. 

I'm sure every member on the Opposition side would be unanimous in their belief that 
Donald Marshall, Junior and his family ought to have been spared the spectacle that went on 
in this Chamber last week, necessitated by the complete inaction and continuing action of 
the government to take the steps that have been urged upon them, not only by these mem-
bers of the Legislature, but by significant numbers of the public. 

The only reason why this issue was forced into the political arena in the opening week 
of this Legislature's session was because the government refused to do what they clearly 
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could have done before the House ever was called into session. And nothing could have 
made that more clear than what was done last night. After having stated again and again and 
again that it was impossible to address the matter of compensation until the Ebsary appeal 
had been settled, what did we see last night? The government prepared finally to admit, and 
I think in having set up the commission last night, they have in fact admitted that it was 
complete nonsense, that it was a red herring, that it was irrelevent. and that it was simply a 
shabby excuse for not having taken earlier action on the matter of compensation. 

So, Mr. Speaker, it is with considerable regret that I find yet again, we're forced 
to address the Donald Marshall, Junior problem because it has not been redressed adequate-
ly by the measure introduced last night. It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that the shabbiness 
and the crassness of what this government has done with respect to Donald Marshall, Junior 
was matched by the similar shabbiness and crassness displayed by ministers of the federal 
Liberal Government over the past weekend. 

I'm sure there are those that will say, well, at least the Honourable Mr. Munro took 
some concrete step in making available to Donald Marshall, Junior a job that he so desper-
ately needs. And I think that all of us would recognize the importance of that concrete 
gesture. But surely, Mr. Speaker, surely to have done it in the political arena in the way that 
it was done, to have done it in the context of the Liberal Convention and the scrambling 
around the up-coming Liberal leadership race, and to have done it basically in that same 
fishbowl, in that same public arena that has exposed the past and the present and held 
Donald Marshall, Junior's future very much in abeyance over these many, many months 
since his acquittal was nothing short of political opportunism. I regret the fact that the 
federal Liberal Government saw fit to move into a vacuum that was clearly created because 
of the provincial government's continuine refusal to take its responsibility. 

I am prepared to acknowledge that perhaps some of that added pressure that they 
brought to bear may have had some effect on getting the Premier to take some step, but 
I think it has to he recognized that the Premier had, in fact, recognized that he was going to 
be forced to make some kind of gesture well before this past weekend indicated that he 
would be making a statement in this House. 

I'm not sure that one can even say that the federal Liberal antics and actions over the 
weekend in that regard, really had very much effect in influencing this government to face 
up to its responsibilities. Because the fact remains, Mr. Speaker. that this government has 
not yet faced up to its responsibilities. 

I think in conclusion, Mr. Speaker, the point that I want to make is that until this 
government indeed ensures adequate compensation to Donald Marshall, Junior, not just 
indicates its intention to look at the possibility of compensating, but rather ensures the 
appropriate and adequate compensation for the agony and considerable hardship that this 
young man has endured, that it cannot possibly feel that it has taken its responsibility. Be-
yond that, Mr. Speaker, I think that there is a wide-spread cry on the part of the public, that 
is not going to dissipate just because of this partial measure introduced by the government, 
for a full scale public investigation into how the wrongful conviction and imprisonment of 
Donald Marshall, Junior took piaci! in the first instance so that the public's shaken con-
fidence in the judiciary in this province and in /the judicial system can be restored, as is so 
necessary in a democratic society. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, thank you very much. I enjoy rising in debate 
on this particular resolution brought forward by the honourable member for Cape Breton 
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Nova. I am somewhat surprised that the honourable member for Halifax Chebucto seems to 
want to find any other possible reason to blame things on, and talk about things. I would 
sug.gest that perhaps that honourable member should talk with some members, the honour-
able member for ( :timberland Centre, for a fact, to determine just what happens in relation 
to efforts being made by people. You know some you should check the facts and 
ch:ck to know who is voting on what before you jump. You look at how deep the pool is 
before you j ii nip into it, because sometimes they are very deep. Sometimes they are shallow 
and if they are too shallow you can do a lot of damage. as well as jumping inle a deep 
pool even if you can't swim. 

Mr. Speaker. I \‘'ant to speak on this resolution because I believe that we are dealing 
k ith a ease of a government doing its utmost to shirk its responsibilit. I just can't imagine 

a!,,y government going to such great lengths to shirk its responsibility. You know, the 
Premier of this province says one day, there is nothing we can do about it. Then a little hit 
of pressure comes on. We introduced a resolution. The honourable member for Halifax 
Chebucto introduced a resolution. The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova 
introduced a resolution, and all of a sudden the Premier starts to clamber around and see 
w hat is going on. lie then says so in a great effort to try and prevent any kind of discussion 
on this subject where it was dealing with the rights of an individual, a concern that I believe 
not only members here in the Opposition have. I suspect there are a good InelltherS on 
the other side of the House or to my extreme right, that have concern about this hut ha‘e 
been forced not to say anything. 

So he decided that he would try and keep it all quiet and keep the Opposition Parties 
from making any noise about this by making a big suggestion that he is going to make an 
announcement next week, hoping and praying that would have prevented us in the Liberal 
Party from calling our resolution that we put forward, hut that did not work. We believe 
and we are concerned about what this government is doing and little %%onder, when we see 
vv hat happened last evening, when the Premier came in here and made his announcement 
about a study or a commission that is going to look into it under Justice Campbell. 

Well on the surface, Mr. Speaker, I responded, as did other members of this Legislature 
in a positive way. At least it is something going in the right direction hut then, when you 
look at what is said by the Premier in this House and then you go outside, and I refer 
an article that was referred to by a previous speaker, the honourable member for Cape 
Breton Nova. When the Premier says, when asked whether Mr. Justice Campbell's report 
would be made public, the Premier said that also would "depend on what is in the report." I 
just am appalled, I can hardly believe that he would expect, the Premier would expect the 
people of this province to believe for one moment that he is sincere in what he is doing. I 
sure hope that Justice Campbell is aware of who he is dealing with when he brings this 
forward. 

Mr. Speaker, the other thing that bothers me is that they are not obligated to what 
happens. There is no time limit on when this thing will take place, and I believe, as the 
honourable member for 1-klifax Chebucto and othep have brought out, that there has been 
enough humiliation already. I know that over a month prior to the sitting of this Legislature 
I mentioned in a radio interview that there is some need to do precisely what the Premier 
did last night, with a little bit more to it than make a statement and then qualify it after-
wards, but to put it into the hands of someone to make a decision on it so that it would not 
become a public issue. I firmly believe that we in Opposition have an obligation to bring it 
before the public if the government cannot handle it themselves. 
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So therefore, by their neglect they have forced Donald Marshall to some degree into 
some more humiliation, to be dragged into public debate here in this Le.?,islature when, in 
fact, that may have, if it had gone a step or two further, prevented this from happening. 
1 said in debate on my resolution that I believe that there should be compensation made and 
made quickly and generously. 1 think that this kind of a tactic, put forward by the govern-
ment is not going to solve that problem. It certainly is not going to necessarily be quickly, 
because there are no limits on what's happening. Even if it is, just supposing Justice 
Campbell decided to act tomorrow in making his decision and he shipped it over to the 
Premier of this province, what would happen? He would probably sit it down there on his 
desk, or wherever he might keep those kind of reports, and not deal with it. 

I think that credit should be given to members of the Opposition, the honourable 
member for Cumberland Centre, the honourable member for Cape Breton Nova and the 
honourable member for Halifax Chebucto for continuing to put pressure on the govern-
ment, because without that pressure on government. nothing would have happened with it 
and we all know that. We all know that the pressure has continued to be put on. 

The honourable member for Cumberland Ce ntre has spoken on a number of occasions 
in interviews, on radio, and in newspapers, and in this very Legislature, to try and bring it 
forward. We are convinced, without any doubt, that without that kind of pressure, then I 
am sure that little or no action would be taken by this present administration. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, in my final few comments on this particular resolution broug:u 
forward, I think that prepared to say here in the House this evening that myself and 
members of my caucus are not going to be hoodwinked and pushed into the background 
by a statement and by a news release that's been read in this Legislature by the Premier 
of this province which, obviously and quite apparently, means virtually nothing in relation 
to solving the problem that Mr. Marshall has in this particular case. He came in with an 
announcement hoping that we would bow down to the whims of the Premier. Even if 
he had gone one step further, or held back one step by not making this release in the news-
paper, very little is said in this particular announcement. I would like to read one small 
paragraph. 

"Mr. Justice Campbell's mandate will provide him with complete authority to carry 
out this assignment as he sees fit." 

Then, Mr. Speaker, relate that statement, that paragraph, and then you judge whether 
you think the Premier of this province is serious. His credibility is completely gone when 
you read that paragraph and then pick up the newspaper the very next day and read state-
ments like this that I quoted earlier. May I read it again. "Asked whether Mr. Justice 
Campbell's report would be made public, the Premier said that also will depend on what 
is in the report." 

Now, how can anybody seriously take statements made in this House by the Premier? 
How could we in Opposition for one moment expect to sit down and say what a great 
government this is, what great things they're doing? Not only in this case, Mr. Speaker, this 
carries through in so many other statements made by the Premier of this province hut I 
think that this is a true example of total, and th€ honourable member for Dartmouth North 
was making the point about misleading statements and credibility. I hope that honourable 
member takes the time to read the newspaper and read the press release, and I would want 
to call his attention specifically to the second-last paragraph of the news release and the 
second paragraph on the second page of the Halifax Mail-Star under the, continued from 
page one, "To begin at once, Marshall inquiry launched." 
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Yes, Mr. Speaker, it is to begin at once. But by the looks of things it may never end. 
Even if Justice Campbell brings forward a report, there is no guarantee, there is no assurance 
that anything will happen to it other than perhaps set up another study, or perhaps he might 
eN en do a task force on it, or perhaps he might have a pilot project like he has done with so 
many of his other promises to the people of this province. 

Mr. Speaker, if the Premier of this province and this government thinks for one 
moment that 1, as Leader of the Opposition, will simply lie down because he makes state-
ments like that, he can think for a long time because there is not only justice to he done 
Lore but it almost also has to be carried out in a way in which there is some sincerity about 
‘k hat is going on. We can't continue to accept anything that is coming out of this govern-
ment if we are prepared to sit back and live with this. There is an injustice carried out in this 
..-ase. There is a man that has been acquitted of a charge of murder after spending ten years 
in prison. Eleven years, I stand corrected. Eleven years in prison in this province. Ile has 
been acquitted by the Appeal Division of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia and yet the 
Premier says one day there's nothing he can do about it and with a little bit of pressure. 
v,ith a little bit of effort on behalf of the Opposition Parties, we see him make a statement. 
I'll be making one next week. Then he makes a statement that means absolutely nothing. 

I can assure you, Mr. Speaker, I guess my time is expired, but I can assure you unless 
:here is more direct action taken by this government in relation to comper.sation and an 
inquiry into this case, then we are not going to lay down and die. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please. The time allotted for the debate on the Adjournment 
motion has expired. 

We stand adjourned until 3:00 o'clock tomorrow afternoon. 

[The House rose at 6:32 p.m.] 
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Department worked quietly behind the scenes 

Marshall rejected job offers 
By Hugh Townsend 
Provincial Reporter 

The provincial government during the last sev-
eral weeks, bad found a number of job opportunities 
for Donald Makhall Jr., but the offers were tamed 
dow-n. Social Services Minister Edmund Morris re-
vealed Twevisy. 

Be said his department had worked quietly be-
hind the scenes to find employment for the 30-year-
old Micmac, who had spent It years in prison for a 
crime be did Dot commit 

i 
"Me didn't want to take advantage of Donatd 

:Marshall Jr. and mate a public issue out of what we 
ete tryi...4 to do for him," the minister said in 313 

.*.interview. with this newspaper. "Chu' Intentioo was 
Ito find him a Job,' without standing oil a stage and 

kir,g a bow. 
- 

: Mni Morris said he was More than upset when 
Ireiad Affairs Minister John Munro came to — -t.alifax last weekend -and made one the moot 

...self-stewing statements I have ever. seen a minioer 
iw ,irtal was .-oothing but a grandstand by a 

: pote-etal cancatate for the leadership of the Liberal 

t , 
"flct '-‘1:pen I read reports such as tharib to the 

personal intervention of Indian Affairs Minister 
Jobs Moro in finding Donald Marshall Jr. a job, 1 

compelled to tell you the facts" said Mr. Moe: 
rot 

He was referring to the weekend announcement 
by Ur. Munro that the federal government would 

;provide bands to permit the Maio° of Nova Scotia 
.1ndiam lo hire Mr. Marshall as a counsellor 
-young helms. 

-As minister of social services 1.did try to belp 
:Donald Marshall Jr, but never tried to me Ilm for .  

political gain. I Dever s.ald a wordabout it. 
Our Sydney office tried to contact Donald 

Marshall months ago, and they learned be was 
working at the Shubenacadie reserve. So they re-
ferred it hack to our Halifax office. The Halifax off-
ice followed It up a..d made contact MO Mr. Mar-
shall and offered to belp la any way they could. 

"He thank& as. but said be was employed as a 
plumber's helper on the reserve, In other wonls, he 
said be had a job. We said we would cootinoe to be 
of aristacice at any time If be didn't have a Joh.' 

The minister said that more recently — two 
weeks or more ago„ when Mr. Marshall was unem-
ployed — the department's Halifax office, at the 
mlnister's urging; contacted the City of Halifax's di-
rector of social planning, Harold Crowell, who said 
be could provide -an immediate employment oppor• 
(unity for Donald Marshall on a cost-5112ring pro. 
Darn (between the provincial snd municipal levels 
of government1 t 

Our bead office man then called Donald Mar-
shall and said they had a job for him — a domestic 
appliance repair job. That was a Wednesday and he 
was told he could start at 1 o'clock Friday morning. 

-Donald Marshall said be would show up at 10 
o'clock to talk about it with the Human Resources 
Dcveloornent Association. 

-1 called at 10 o'clock arid found out he wasn't 
there. We called 'and found him still in bed He said 
he had decided not to take the employment He said 
be was receiving unemployment Insurance and that 
the difference between unemployment insurance and 
the Job was not attractive, and that be had been en-
couraged a Job would shortly open op for hum to 
plumbing.' 

The minister said Labor arid Manpower Minis-
ter David Nantes also attempted to help Mr. Mar-
shall, telling him he was prepared to offer a pro-
gram of additional training in his trade as a plumb-
er. It would have esteoded over a six-morith period 
It the Nora Scotia Institute of Technology In Hali-
fax. 

Donald Mor.sholl Jr. 

C.  



NOVA SCOTIA MULLS LEGAL COSTS 
YARMOUTH. N.S. (CP1— George 

Henley, senior-advise: in the Nova 
Scotia cabinet, says the provincial 
government will probably pay some 
of the legal bills of Donald Marshall, 
a Micmac Indian convicted of a mur-
der he did not commit. 

.Henley, a former cabiaet minister, 
said Premier John Buchanan's Con-
servative government feels it owes 
Marshall something for the 11 years 
he spent in prison after his conviction 

for a 1971 subbing in Sydney. N.S. 
. He said the government may also 
provide compensation, something 
Marshall and supporters have sought 
from the provincial and federal gov-
ernments. 

Roy Newman Ebsary of Sydney 
was convicted last year of stabbing 
Sandy Seale, the crime for which 
Marshall was imprisoned and later 
acquitted. Ebsary now is appealing 
his sentence and conviction. 

1 0 0 
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BOULARDARIE, H. S. 
THE BUCHANAH Government's appointment of former Prince Edward Island 
premier Alex Campbell to study the question of compensation for*Donald* 

*Marshall*has done little to soften criticism of the Government's handling 
of the case. 

rr. Marshall is the 29-year-old Micmac Indian whc spent 11 years in 
prison for a murder he did not commit. After re-hearing the case in 
December, 1982, the Nova Scotia Supreme Court overturned Mr. Marshall's 
conviction. Another man, 72-year-old Roy Hewman*Ebsary,*was subsequently 
convicted of manslaughter in the same case. He is appealing that verdict. 

Until last week, Premier John Buchanan and Justice Minister Ronald 
Giffin had insisted that they would not consider compensating Mr. Marshal 
for his wrongful impO.sonment, paying his legal bills or ordering an 
inquiry into allegations of official mishandling of the case until Mr. 
*Ebsary*exhausts his appeals. 

On Monday, however, after a week of relentless hammering on the issue 
by opposition MLAs, Mr. Buchanan told the House of Assembly that Mr. 
Campbell, now a justice of the PEI Supreme Court, would examine the issue 
of compensation. Outside the House, Mr. Buchanan told reporters that the 
inquiry report would not necessarily be made public, nor would the 
Government be bound by it:  The Premier also refused to commit the 
Government to an inquiry into the original police investigation, saying 
that decision would have to await Mr.*Ebsary's*appeal, which is set for 
May 18. 

Judge Campbell said no deadline has been set for his report, but added 
that he hopes to complete it by September, 21 months after Mr. Marshall's 
re-trial. 

The Government announcement met immediate criticism. The province's 
normally quiescent daily newspaper, the Halifax Chronicle-Herald, carried 
a column by its Legislature correspondent wondering why the Government ha 
waited so long to act. Opposition parties called the gesture too little, 
too late. "For*Donald*Marshall,*tonight will be no different than before 
the Premier made his announcement," Cape Breton Labor Party Leader Paul 
MacEwan told the Legislature. 

He said the Government should offer Mr. Marshall about $100.000 in 
immediate. interim compensation to pay his legal bills and get his life 
re-started, with the final compensation figure to await the inquiry 
report. Mr. MacEwan, New Democratic Party Leader Alexa McDonough and 
Liberal Leader Sandy Cameron all criticized the Government for not 

instituting an inquiry into the events, that led to Mr. Marshall's wzongfu 
imprisonment. 

Felix Cacchione, Mr. Marshall's lawyer, called Judge Campbell's 
appointment "just another delay . . . a way to get the pressure off the • 
Government." He added that he hoped Judge Campbell would be given 
"complete access to the facts." a reference to Mr. Giffin's refusal, unde 
the Nova Scotia Freedom of Information Act, to provide Mr. Cacchione with 
department files on the Marshall case. 

Meanwhile. Government ministers reacted angrily to federal Justice 
Minister Mark HacGuigan's assertion that the public should press the )(ova 
Scotia Government to assist Mr. Marshall, and to Indian Affa....rs Minister 
John Munro's statement that his department had found Mr. Marshall a job. 

Provincial Social Services Minister Edmund Morris told reporters that 
his department had earlier offered Mr. Marshall a job repairing small 
appliances!  but it had been turned down. Mr. Morris went on to say that 
'then officials called Mr. Marshall with the job offer one morning at 10 
1.a., he was still in bed. 

"That's gross," Mr. Cacchione snapped, when asked about the minister's 
remark. "The gloves pre off at this point." He said Mr. Morris's comment 
implied that his client was "just another lazy Indian who's asleep in the 
middle of the day and would rather collect unemployment insurance than 
take a job." 

Mr. Cacchione said Mr. Marhsall had relected the provincial job offer 
because he had been hoping to find a job in plumbing, the trade for which 
he is trained. 

The lawyer said he had written to Mr. Morris, asking that any further 
communications between the department and his client be channeled through 
his office. 
ADDED SEARCH TERMS: crime victims 

** The gloves come off ** 
** over compensation ** 

** for Marshall ** 
BY PARKER BARES DOHHAM 
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Campbell sticks to targeti 
By MERLE Mac..ISAAC . . 

Staff Reporter -- 
Mr. Justice Alex Campbell says 

h.. may have been "rather naive" 
when be set a Sept. 1 deadline for 
completion of his inquiry jnto com-
pensation for Donald_M rs1.2_111LIE., but 
the date remains a target , • 

The Prince Edward Island justice 
was reacting to rumors, that his In-
quiry may take one or even two 
years. 

Mr. Justice Campbell said in a 
telephone interview: "I did rather 
naively suggest Sept 1 as a target 
date and I still hold to that today. al-
though decisions on the format and 
procedures will be major factors in 
determining whether it will be a short 
or extended period." 

The justice reported his work is  

under way and said he completed a 
fall day of meetings in Halifax last 
week and further ineetings again 
Tuesday with the -commission's legal 
counsel in Prince Edward Island. 

A March .13 order-in-council 
passed by cabinet sets out Mr. Justice 
Campbell's basic terms of reference 
in one sentence: .to inquire into and 
report his findings to the Governor-in-
Council (cabinet) respecting ex gratia 
payments of compensation, including 
legal costs, which should be paid tc 
Donald Marshall Jr., as a result of his 
incarceration in jail for a crime of 
which he was subsequently found not 

The order-in-council goes on to 
put technical, clerical, actuarial and 
legal counsel at Mr. Justice Camp-
bell's disposal if required and author- 

izes travel and living expenses for the 
commissioner and other personnel. 

Mr. Justice Campbell said 
whether he will look at the circum-
stances surrounding Mr. Marshall's 
conviction is an open question." 

Reacting to reported comments 
from senior 'cabinet adviser George 
Henley. who lag week said the gov-
ernment would probably not pay Mr. 
Marshall's entire legal bill but rather 
one established by the taxing master. 
Mr. Giffin said that issue -would be 
left entirely up to Mr. Justice Camp-
bell." 

A taxing master essentially audits 
a lawyer's billing and approves part 
or all of it based on factors such as 
the complexity of the work. necessitf 
of services rendered, the barristen 
experience and other criteria. 

1 ) c7 
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The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

HOUSE ORDER NO. 87 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day I shall 
move that an order of the House do issue for a return showing with respect to the appoint-
ment of Mr. Justice Alex Campbell as a Commissioner of Inquiry to make recommendations 
as regards the miscarriage of justice towards Donald Marshall, Junior: 

(a) What amount of money has been budgeted to support Mr. Justice Campbell's 
commission: 

(h) What amount of money has been budgeted as a fee to Mr. Campbell for his 
services: 

What amount of money has been budgeted for offices to accommodate Mr. 
Campbell and his commission; 

What amount of money has been budgeted for stenographic services for Mr. 
Campbell and his commission; 

What amount of money has been budgeted for office supplies to Mr. Campbell 
and his commission: 

What amount of money has been budgeted for travel for Mr. Campbell and his 
commission; 

What will be the daily fee payable to Mr. Campbell for his services; 

What scale of reimbursement will apply to the payment of expenses for Mr. 
Campbell, for air and surface travel, for hotel accommodations, for meals, and for out-of-
pocket incidental expenses; 

What fees will be payable for expenses for technical, clerical, actuarial, and 
legal counsel persons employed by Mr. Campbell's aimmission, for air and surface travel, 
for hotel accommodations, for meals, and for out-of-pocket expenses; 

What technical employees will be hired on by the Campbell Commission, and 
what will be their rates of payment; 

What clerical employees will be hired on by the Campbell Commission, and what 
will be their rate of payment; 
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(I) What actuarial employees will be hired by the Campbell Commission, and what 
will be their rate of payment; 

Who is the legal counsel to the Campbell Commission, and how many lawyers are 
involved, and what is their individual per diem daily fee; 

What scale of rjrnbursemcnt will apply to the retinue of lawyers to be taken on 
by the Campbell Commission to provide the already-learned judge with additional legal 
counsel, for their air and surface travel, for hotel accommodations, for meals and for other 
incidental expenses; 

Would it not make more sense for the government to disband the Campbell 
Commission and simply pay all the money represented by items (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (0, (g), 
(h), (i), 6), (k), (I), (m) and (n) now to Donald Marshall, Junior, so that he could get on 
immediately at attempting to re-establish himself; 

What justice is there in the notion that judges, lawyers, actuaries and others 
should draw hefty per diems, fees, expenses and the best of hotels and the finest of cuisine 
at taxpayers' expense, while in the interim nothing at all is done for Donald Marshall? Does 
not this obvious injustice only aggravate the miscarriage of justice that has already taken 
place; and 

How can the government justify the enormous expenditure the Campbell Com-
mission will inevitably involve, when it is already stated publicly by the Premier that the 
government is not bound to follow the Commission's findings and, indeed, that they may 
not even be made public. 

MR. SPEAKER: 1 thought the honourable member might make it to (z). 

The notice is tabled. 
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SYDNEY MURDER CASE I DONA LD M A RSIIA L L I : 
CAMPBELL COMM W. — E X PENDITURE LZ 

NI R. l'AUL MACEWAN: Well, Mr. Speaker, having only 10 minutes to deal with this 
important matter, I must proceed to address the question directly. We all recall that prior 
to this session of the House, the government would not face up to the matter of com-
pensation for Donald Marshall, Junior, at all. When the !louse session began, the Opposition 
raised the subject and it thereby became a political issue, being raised daily on the floors of 
this Legislature. 

A short time after, the Premier announced that the govern lent would appoint Mr. 
Justice Alex Campbell of Prince Edward Island as a Commissioner of Inquiry to look into 
the matter of the Donald Marshall situation and recommend an appropriate course of action 
to the government. That was announced in the !louse. Outside the House, the Premier 
added two very important riders or qualifications to that. lie stated first that the govern-
ment would not necessarily be bound by the findings of the Campbell Commission and 
secondly, he stated that the report and recommendations would not even necessarily be 
published. Those were the statements the Premier made outside the House. 

Those statements notwithstanding, the Cabinet on March 13th passed an Order in 
Council establishing Mr Justice Alex Campbell as ;I Commissioner of Inquiry "... to inquire 
into and report his findings to the Governor in Council respecting ex eratia payments of 
compensation, including legal costs, which should be paid to Donald Marshall. Junior, as a 
result of his incarceration in jail for a crime of which he ‘1/4  as subsequently found not 
guilty.", for eleven years,1 might add. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, we did not know at the time of the Premier's announcement. 
nor at the time of his disclaimers outside the llouse saying that the report would not 
necessarily be published or the recommendations would not necessarily be binding, we 
did not know at that time just what the government had in mind with respect to Mr. Justice 
Alex Campbell. But the text of the Order ill Council establishes that technical, clerical. 
actuarial and legal counsel shall be put at Mr. Justice Campbell's disposal if required. It 
authorizes travel and living expenses for the Commissioner and all personnel involved in the 
Commission. We find also from the press, and I refer to an item here which I shall table, Mr. 
Speaker. that Mr. Justice Campbell himself feels that he may be "rather naive" to suggest 
that this exercise may be concluded by September 1st, which is two-thirds of the way 
through the year and four months hence. This is the clipping I wish to table. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, this becomes a very serious situation, perhaps much more so than 
any of us had realized. 1 have separately tabled a House Order asking a number of questions 
with respect to this. I am wondering, for example, what amount of money has been 
budgeted to support Mr. Campbell and his Commission. 1 am wondering what amount 
of money Mr. Campbell is going to be paid as a fee on a daily basis, or is it to be a lump sum 
payment. If it is a per diem, there is an actual tendency for any daily paid employee to 
perpetuate the period of employment. I do not suggest that to Mr. Alex Campbell but 
I do suggest, sir, that an exercise of that type has an inherent momentum, which we might 
call inertia, that perhaps tends to keep it rolling along rather than bringing matters quickly 
to a head, as when people are paid a specific fee to do a thing and to do it quickly. So I 
want to know about the method of payment to Mr. Campbell. Will it be a daily fee basis or 
will it be a lump sum commission that would encourage him to come to his conclusions 
quickly? 

1 have asked what amount of money has been budgeted for offices to accommodate 
Mr. Campbell and his Commission because it is obvious that if he is going to hire legal, 

• 
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technical, actuarial and secretarial help that that will have to be housed in offices. We 
know the high price of office rental space, especially in downtown Halifax, and we know 
that the amount of money for an exercise of that type involving a large staff over a con-
siderable period of time would be very substantial. 

I have asked what amount of money has been budgeted for stenographic services, 
for office supplies and for travel for Mr. Campbell and his Commission. We know that 
Mr. Campbell is a permanent resident of Charlottetown, P.E.I. The Commission will not 
conduct its investigations in Charlottetown. Mr. Campbell will have to be lodged here 
:Ind you do not put up a judge overnight in some flop house. lie will unquestionably be 
lodged in the best suite at the best hotel in town, because that is what you do when you are 
entertaining a Judge of the Supreme Court of another province, a former Premier, as a guest 
of this province. They will certainly be lodged and lodged well. 

I have also asked what amount of money has been budgeted for travel to bring Mr. 
(Thinpbell here and pay him his travelling expenses. What will be the scale of reimbursement 
to pay the expenses for air and surface travel and so forth? Meals? I am sure it will be more 
than S35 a day. or the 533 a day that CBC employees arc paid when the.. are out on the 
road, away from home. I am sure it will be more than that. 

What fees will be paid for expenses for the technical, clerical, actliarial and legal 
counsel persons employed by Mr. Campbell's Commission for their travel, accommodations, 
meals and expenses? What technical employees will be hired and What will he their rates 
ot-  payment? What clerical employees will be hired and what will he their rates of payment? 
What actuarial employees will be hired and what will be their rate of payment? What legal 
counsel will he hired? How many lawyers will be involved and what will be their scale of 
payment? What scale of reimbursement will apply to this retinue of lawyers to be taken on 
to provide the already learned judge with additional legal counsel, for their air and surface 
travel, for their hotel accommodations, for their meals and for their incidental expenses? 

Well, we don't have that information, Mr. Speaker, but it is obvious to anybody that 
contemplates the scope of the exercise that is referred to in the Order in Council, that this 
is going to be a very expensive operation. This isn't going to be a matter of Mr. Justice 
Alex Campbell sitting in his office over at the Law Courts on Water Street in Charlottetown 
and thinking the matter over, and sending a written opinion by mail to the Attorney 
General. This is going to be a matter of a grand-scale travelling road show on the line, 
perhaps, of the select committees of this Legislature or of these Royal Commissions that 
are appointed like the committee to investigate occupational health and safety. This is 
going to be a large exercise and I'm just wondering, Mr. Speaker, in the name of common 
sense and justice, if it wouldn't make more sense to disband this commission now, avoid 
all this expense, avoid all these bills, avoid all these costs and give a rough ball park figure 
of what all this is going to cost, $100,000, S200,000, $300,000, $400,000, whatever it 
will be, because we know that you don't do this kind of thing cheap nowadays with the 
costs. 

Instead of all that, simply give Donald Marshall, now, a payment sufficient to re-
establish him in life, which I have suggested many times as being in the realm of S100,000 
as an interim compensation payment so that Dorfald Marshall can get something and get it 
now. Because what justice can there be, Mr. Speaker, in a situation where judges and lawyers 
arid actuaries and Lechnicians and stenographers and clerks and so on and so forth, are being 
paid well on a daily basis, lodged in the best of accommodations and fed the finest cuisine, 
while the poor man about whom this whole issue has developed, continues to receive not 
one red cent. And to perpetuate that situation by the thing going on and on and on, as Mr. 
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Justice Campbell himself admits to the press. lie doesn't even think he can conclude his 
deliberations by the first day of September next. 

Surely, Mr. Speaker, this situation has just gone beyond. I don't want to use all kinds 
of excessive language in describing this situation but it is wrong, the way in which this man 
has been treated from the beginning is wrong and now they are adding more wrong to 
wrongs already committed, another layer of injustice on top of the injustices already com-
mitted. I think, Mr. Speaker, that considering the Premier's statements outside the House, 
‘1/4  hich have just pulled the rug from under the feet of the Campbell Commission, has com-
pletely destroyed its credibility, because we know from the Premier of this province that the 
report will not he binding and the recommendations may not be publkhed. 

Now then, those being the facts, what sense does it make? ‘\That justice is there in 
sending this road show out on the road to, as I say in my notice of motion. to draw hefty 
fees and expenses and enjoy the best of hotels and the finest of cuisine at the expense, one 
might say, of Donald Marshall. Hasn't this thing been kicked around enough? Isn't it time 
that the government did the right thing and looked after this poor man now? Not on a 
basis of Judge Campbell and all his retinue, living as they will for four or five months while 
they kick the matter around and study it to death. I know this. Mr. Speaker, that I have 
no ambitions to he the Premier of Nova Scotia. none whatsoever, but I am sure ... 

PON. RONALD GIFFIN: Just of Cape Breton. 

MR. NI/VI:MAN: If that province existed that would he a different thing. But that 
province they haven't made for MC yet. So. I have to say this Mr. Speaker, ... 

MR. GUY BROWN: Would you keep Mr. Kelly on as a judge? 

MR. MACLWAN: I think Mr. Kelly might do all right. I don't think Mr. Kelly, Mr. 
Speaker, would associate himself with this kind of an exercise. I think Mr. Kelly would 
want to see justice done because I know Mr. Kelly and I know that he is a just man. So 
I'm sure, sir, that all concerned would want to see justice done for Donald Marshall. and 
I think that the way to do it is to pay him something right now and disband this Campbell 
Commission. I know Mr. Justice Alex Campbell. I know his wife, I know his family. and 
I have the utmost respect for him as an individual. I'm just saying that the whole way 
in which the thing has been done is not justice for Donald Marshall, which is what the 
exercise is supposed to be about. 

So for that reason I say, sir, as the resolution states, that it would be better to disband 
the Campbell Commission, let Mr. Justice Alex Campbell return to his very busy duties with 
the Supreme Court of Prince Edward Island, and let this money that will be paid to all these 
people, instead be paid now to Donald Marshall. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Attorney General. 

HON. RONALD GIFFIN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I appreciate the opportunity 
to rise to respond to the remarks of the honourable member and also perhaps in a sense 
to respond to the House Order that Ile put in yesterday. As I have indicated on other 
occ2sions in this House, Mr. Speaker, and on occasions outside this House, I have to exercise 
very great care in anything that I say about this matter because, as I have indicated before, 
the criminal proceedings involving Mr. Roy Ebsary are still before the courts, presently 
before the Appeal Division. We don't know how long those proceedings will continue to be 
before the courts. As I've indicated on other occasions, I have to ensure that as Attorney 
General I neither say nor do anything that might even inadvertently either prejudice or 
appear to prejudice the status of those proceedings. 
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So, I don't mind saying to you, Mr. Speaker, and to members of the House, that 
dealing with this entire matter and having that matter still before the courts, has caused 
me a great deal of concern and a great deal of difficulty. However, there are certain things 
that I feel I can say here this evening that may be of assistance to the honourable member in 
understanding the inquiry that is to be carried out by Judge Campbell, and perhaps to 
respond to some of the concerns that he has raised. 

First, I should point out that in a situation like this, the usual practice has been, and 
it is going to be the practice in this case, that payment for the expenses of the conduct of 
this inquiry will, indeed, be done through the Office of the Speaker. If, for example, pay-
ment were made through my department's budget, there inight be a suggestion that there 
was some prejudice in some way. The normal procedure has been, in order to respect the 
independence of the inquiry and the independence of the person conducting the inquiry, 
that whatever funding is required be made available through the Office of the Speaker rather 
than through the office of a minister or aligned department. 

Now, the honourable member has referred to this as a grand-scale road show and I 
think that I had better correct that. Obviously, there will be expenses. I have had discussions 
with Judge Campbell on this and certainly there will be some expenses, as there would be in 
connection with any inquiry. Ho ever. I lin satisfied from my conversations with Judge 
Campbell that it is his intention to keep those expenses to the absolute minimum. 1 should 
also point out, and I would particularly ask the press to make note of this because of the 
wording of the House Order introduced by the honourable member yesterday, that Judge 
Campbell will not be receiving any fees whatsoever in connection with this inquiry, lie will 
not receive any salary. lie will not receive any per diem fees, lie will not receive any fees or 
salary of any type. 

MR. MACEWAN: An honorarium? 

MR. GIFFIN: No honorarium. Nothing. All that he will get ... 

MR. MACEWAN: Ex gratia payment? 

MR. GIFFIN: No ex gratia payment. I will try to make this as clear as I can to the 
honourable member and, surely, I've made it clear enough already for any reasonable 
person. 

MR. MACEWAN: What about their staff? Are they free, too? 

MR. GIFFIN: I will attend to that in a moment. Let me make it perfectly clear that 
Judge Campbell will not receive any salary, any fees, any ex gratia payment, any 
honorarium, anything of that nature. All that he will get, all that he wants, is his legitimate 
out of pocket expenses. 

MR. MACEWAN: Well, that's good for Alex. He's a good man. 

MR. GIFFIN: I might point out to the honourable member because, again, he may 
not be aware of this but there are certain legal questions surrounding that in any event, 
but let me for the record make it abundantly clear that that is the situation with respect 
to Judge Campbell in the conduct of this inquiry. 

Now, as far as other expenses go and I can't detail these because the inquiry is not 
underway, we do not expect that Judge Campbell will require a full time office here in the 
City of Halifax. He will have access to government office space. I have also indicated to him 
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that the resources of my department, with solicitors presently on staff, are available to him 
v.henever he asks for information that may not otherwise be available to him. For example, 
there may be research that has been done in other departments or justice departments or 
Attorneys General departments across the country, where my people who have contacts 
in those various departments could contact people in those departments and get the benefit 
of their research. That type of approach is what we will take. 

Now, I would surmise, and I cannot speak directly for Judge Campbell on this. hut I 
ould surmise that at some point he will need legal counsel in connection with this. I also 
.17-It to make it clear that when I mention this role of my department, that would he purely 

:riormation supplying upon request. I don't want to suggest in any way that people in my 
..ei-artment would be telling Judge Campbell what to do or what his findings ought to 
.7e. but anything that we can make available to him, any resources we have at our disposal. 
we certainly will make those available to him. 

We would also, he may require minimal secretarial help, but I want to emphasize that 
my very clear understanding, based on discussions which I have had with Judge 

Cimpbell, that this is not going to be a grand-scale road show. Essentially what Judge 
Campbell is being asked to do is to review and to report to the Government of Nova Scotia 
or. two matters. One, the request for payment of costs on behalf of Mr. Marshall, and the ./ 
-Dtl--,er the request for compensation for Mr. Marshall. 

Now, the honourable member has suggested that it might he simpler just to strike 
j figure and pay it. Nothing I guess in this life is that easy and certainly this matter has 
not been that easy. 

MR. MACEWAN: As an interim measure. 

MR. GIFFIN: As an interim measure? 

MR. MACEWAN: Yes. 

MR. GIFFIN: Well, I don't want to trespass on the work that Judge Campbell will be 
doing and I don't want to comment on that proposal at the present time. However. I will 
say this, and I base this on my own experience in the practice of law, that when you are 
talking about compensation you are talking about what lawyers would refer to as an assess-
ment of damages, and to conduct properly an assessment of damages to determine with 
real precision insofar as one can be precise about this type of thing, an amount, a proper 
amount to be paid in compensation in a particular case is not an easy matter, particularly 
when you are dealing with this type of situation. 

Let me turn to a different example and perhaps clarify my remarks on that. If you 
have somebody that's seriously injured in an automobile accident, we'll say an income 
earner with dependents, you may very well have to employ actuaries to look at, for 
example, life expectancy to project incomes. You have to look at the person's abilities, 
their background, their qualifications, and you become involved in what is not an easy 
exercise, if you want to reach a figure which is at least reasonably accurate and fair. Quite 
frankly, Mr. Speaker, I don't feel competent to just strike a figure and say I think that is an 
appropriate figure in a matter as complex and unprecedented as this. What I am saying is 
that the government decided after a great deal of concern ... 

MR. MACEWAN: Can you see that? 

MR. GIFFIN: No, I am afraid I can't. 
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MR. MACEWAN: Well, since some compensation is ... 

MR. GIFFIN: Myopia has set in. 

MR. SPEAKER: Would the honourable minister permit a question? 

MR. GIFFIN: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I will permit a question. 

MR. MACEWAN: My question is this, that since some compensation is obviously 
going to be paid, why not make an interim advance payment to the man NOW. What would 
be wrong with that? 

MR. GIFFIN: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I thought I had responded to that before and perhaps 
I will respond in this way. That may very well be, for all I know, a recommendation that 
Judge Campbell may make to the government. But the point that I want to make is that we 
have placed these matters in his hands and I have complete confidence in his ability to 
conduct this matter in a proper and fair way, and to make reasonable and appropriate 
recommendations to the Government of Nova Scotia. And I may say too, I mentioned 
earlier as I have on many other occasions, my very genuine concern about the status of the 
criminal proceedings involving Mr. Ebsary which are still before the courts. Certainly. I have 
complete confidence in the ability of Judge Campbell and if I did not have this confidence 
this inquiry would not be underway. I have complete confidence in his ability to conduct 
these inquiries, to bring his recommendations to the Government of Nova Scotia and to 
carry out that responsibility, that very serious responsibility, without committing any 
trespass on the status of the Ehsary case, because that is still very much on my mind. 

MR. MACEWAN: Is Judge Campbell open to submissions now? 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please. 

MR. GIFFIN: Yes, I heard that question, Mr. Speaker. He has not yet indicated 
that publicly. What he is doing at the present time, and again I hesitate to say too much 
because really the conduct of this inquiry is entirely in his hands, but what he is doing at 
the present time is familiarizing himself with all of the material in connection with this 
matter, and I can assure that honourable member that I have already placed in Judge 
Campbell's hands, my staff and I have, all of the material that we have at our disposal in the 
Attorney General's Department and as well I have indicated to Judge Campbell that, if 
necessary, we can provide him with access to files that I would not be prepared to make 
public. That too, I think, again I have that confidence in Judge Campbell that he would 
respect that type of confidence, if necessary. 

I think what I am really saying here, Mr. Speaker, and I realize that my time mus: 
be just about out, is that I think that all of us here, despite the very heated exchanges 
that have occurred in connection with this matter, that all of us share the same goal of 
finding a fair and just and appropriate resolution of this matter. I would be delighted 
if I could resolve this matter tomorrow. But I know that I cannot do that. I know that I 
cannot resolve this matter tomorrow. I simply syggest to you, Mr. Speaker, and through you 
to honourable members, that I think that this inquiry is an appropriate and reasonable way 
to attempt to address these very serious questions. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, in rising to enter debate on this resolution 
brought in by the honourable member for Cape Breton Nova, I want to make a couple 
of general remarks. One of the concerns that I think has been expressed by me and others in 
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t he past was how long it would take for this particular action or decision to he made and 
brought forward so that we could put the circumstance to rest, whatever the decision may 
be. 

I have expressed some concert) about the fact that the decision in relation to Mr. 
Marshall at least has already been made by the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. I think that 
was, if I remember correctly, on the 10th of May, 1983, or thereabouts. Now we have 
Justice Campbell who is going to further look into the matter as it relates to compensation, 
and compensation only. I think that there is another area that we have to also be somewhat 
concerned about and that is the total question of justice generally speaking, and not only 
the area of compensation and the appointment ofJustice Campbell only does that. 

I might go on to say to the Attorney General and to compliment him and I guess 
\ on :IS well, Mr. Speaker, in relation to the cost, whatever it will he, in this case coming 
from the Speaker's Office, and I certainly want to compliment whoever again, yourself 
or the Attorney General, for the selection of Justice Campbell. It does not surprise me to 
know and to hear that he is prepared to do this particular case and do it at no cost other 
than. as I understand from the Attorney General, out of pocket costs that he himself incurs. 
I think, and I assume that the other costs will be picked up as well, of course. 

1 think that the good choice of Justice Campbell is evident in that kind of a gesture on 
his behalf in this particular case. My concern is and my hope would he that an early decision 
will be rendered if we must wait for his decision to come down. The little concern that I 
had. and I have expressed before, was in the area of whether or not his decision meant 
an 

I think the Premier indicated that they were not necessarily tied to that, nor I assume 
are the Speaker or the Attorney General tied to that, based on the facts of the statements 
made by the Premier. But nevertheless. presumably Justice Campbell's decision and his 
report on compensation in the Marshall case will likely be accepted, and I would hope that 
that is the case. I hope for goodness sake, that we are not going through another exercise of 
simply postponing and putting off. I think that we would all agree very heartily that Mr. 
Marshall has gone through some pretty difficult, I was going to say months, but years in 
relation to the whole subject anyway, and any further delay is of importance, I think, to the 
individual. 

As I mentioned, this decision that will be made by Justice Campbell is relating 
specifically to compensation in the Marshall case and, again emphasizing, that the speed 
with which that decision will be made I think is important to the individual. There is, I still 
believe, a question somewhat larger than simply the question of compensation, and that 
is the whole possibility of the injustice or the thought that injustice may have occurred in 
the past in this particular case. I think it is important that we know what did take place 
and if there wasn't any, and perhaps not. Perhaps it was a very, and I think it was a sincere 
effort on behalf of all involved in this case to do the best, and there was some evidence that 
didn't quite get to the right place at the right time. Perhaps that should be investigated and 
looked to the point, so that at least we can have some assurance that all things have been 
done and will be done in this case and in any other case (hat may appear to have any kind of 
injustice associated with it. 

I think that all of the courts of this province and this country and all of the members 
of this Legislature and Legislatures across the country and House of Commons do have 
the compassion to see that justice is carried out in all cases. I think this is one particular 
area in which we have expressed some concern over. 

696 
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If I may make one other general comment in relation to the haste or speed with which 
this could be done. The Attorney General makes some reference to the fact that there is 
an appeal before the courts at the preseot time and that he doesn't want to, and I think 
you, Mr. Speaker, yourself, in a ruling before said that it was important that we did not try 
to have an association between the two cases. I hope I don't and I am certainly prepared to 
backtrack if you suggest that I am getting into that area, and I would respect your decision 
to suggest that I am if I do. I think that the concern that we have and the very fact that we 
are now looking at the compensation for it, if dim can happen quickly I think that it should 
be done as quickly as possible. 

If there is any advice that I would suggest the Attorney General or you, Mr. Speaker. 
yourself, might make to Justice Campbell, is to make a request for a quick and immediate 
kind of decision. If we are, in fact, faced with waiting for this decision to be made, while the 
honourable member for Cape Breton Nova has suggested an interim payment, that's one 
suggestion. I would suggest that perhaps the best thing would be to encourage Justice 
Campbell to make his decision as quickly as possible. 

I believe it is quite evident that the decision of the Supreme Court on May 10th, 
of the Appeal Division, sets the case at least as it relates to Mr. Marshall and has nothing to 
do with the appeal of the other case. 

So, I don't think we're really dealing with a problem as it relates to the case. -The 
decision that's beimg made here is a matter of compensation, and compensation. I thi:ik. 
should be as quick as it is possible to be done because there has bcen a pretty long delay 
period already. Mind you. many of those years of delay is not the fault of the courts at this 
stage, or the fault of Justice Campbell, or the fault of you, Mr. Speaker, or the Attorney 
General, or of anyone for that matter at this stage, but that delay has been there and there 
has been something happening. 

I recognize what the Attorney General has also said in relation to making that assess-
ment. It's not easy perhaps to do, but I think we have taken it to that step. I would only 
say — and I guess my time has expired - that I would urge anyone that can have an 
influence on speeding this up as quickly as they possibly can, I would ask them to do so 
because I think it is important that this question of compensation is dealt with and dealt 
with quickly and put out of the way. I can only say that like the honourable member for 
Cape Breton Nova, I am pleased to hear that the cost of carrying out this investigation on 
compensation is not going to be a great burden to the taxpayers. Thank you very much. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please. 

The time allotted for the debate on the Adjournment motion has expired. 

We stand adjourned until noon tomorrow. 

[The House rose at 6:36 p.m.] 
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Donald_h1arshall will receive I 
$25;600 iilvance as part of `Comgerieta: 
lion for serving 11 years in jail (oar 
murder be did not commit, Altos-we} 
General R .mt Giffin announced Toag. 
day. 

The advance will be paid "in the 
next few days" to hold Mr. Marshall 
over until a one-man inquiry Into tti 
compensation LII5Ut reports 10 the fad.- 

Mr. Justice Alex Campbell. beid 
of the inquiry, privately recommend. 
ed last week the province pay &MIN 
toward a final settlement. • —4/ 

Premier John Buchanan aproinf--
ed Mr. Justice Campbell. a former 

premier, to the inquiry lad 
month after intense political and pot-
lic pressure. 

Mr. Marshall, 30-year-old Cape 
Breton Micmac, served the time for 
the 1971 slaying of Sandy Seale X 
Sydney's Wentworth Park, but the 
Nova Scotia Supreme Court appeal lb..; 
visioo ruled last, year he was taco- 
ten . . • 

His lawyer, Felix Cacchione, said: 
Last night be is happy the governmeati 
Is acting "for the first time In positivt:. 
fashion" since last May's ruling. Be_ 
added the compensation should oot Cc. 
vert attention from the Deed to knee 
bow Mr. Marshall was wrongly =e-
victed. 

"It was a politkally astute move 
to ease public pressure on the govent. 
moot to act," said Mr. Cacchione of 
the $25,000. "It will alleviate a heavy 
NW/dal burden, but that should not 
detract from the fact an innocent 
man was convicted of murder." , 

The government had been reloc; 
unt to say anything about the Mar-
shall case early in the session because 
any statements would prejudice the 
areal of Roy Ehsary, who was later 
convicted in Stales death 

Mr. Giffin said Mr. Justice Camp-
bell made his preliminary recommen-. 
dation without any prompting from 
the province and the government ac; 
cepted it. 

Mr. Giffin had uid the province 
would not be bound by the commis-
sions findings. He said yesterday the 
final report wool be binding just be-
cause an interim recommendation has 
been accepted. 

See MARSHALL page 2 

:111-af§i_la11—to ye-ceive 
Premier Buchanan yesterday 

refused to speculate no what wocid 
happen if the final report realm-
mended a compensation package d 
less than $25,000. —That's an &Dump-
tioo that I'm not going to work an. 
And rm not going to prejudge the 
judge." 

Mr. Cacchione said Mr. Justice 
Campbell is not looking into the dr-
cumstaoces that led to wrongful coo- 

"It doesn't say anything about 
bow Dotiald Marshall came to be coo-
victed in the first lostaoce, bow be 
came to lose his first appeal because 
evidence was witheld," be said. 
-These are questions Nova Scalars 
and Canadians ask themselves Did  

Deed to Lre answered." 
Oppoution leader Sandy Camron.  

said be is pleased with the moraines-
which was made initially by a 

Dumber of oppositien members. 
Cape Bretoo Labor Party leader 

Paul hiacEwan said last moth the 
province should pay Mr. Marshall 
part of his compensatioo while the ID. 
qa'ry was being carried oot. 

Raving 'originally called for the 
commission to be disouatled, be 
wrote Mr. Justice Campbell and pro-
posed an initial payment 0( 1100.000. 

'This Is what l. bad to mind." Mr. 
IdacEwan said yesterday. I bow I 
had mentioned a ballpark figure d 
1100.000 but rm riot going to quibble 
over figures" 

0 
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NOTICES OF MOTION 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

RESOLUTION NO. 192 

MR. A.M. CAMERON: Mr. Speaker, I hereby give notice that on a future day I shall 
move the adoption of the following resolution: 

, Whereas the Province of Nova Scotia has made an interim payment to Mr. Donald 
Marshall in the amount of $25,000; and 

Whereas the local media reports that National Revenue may decide this interim pay-
ment is taxable; 

Therefore be it resolved that in the opinion of the members of this House, the pro-
vincial Department of Finance and the Department of National Revenue should ensure 
the Donald Marshall payment is not taxable. 

Mr. Speaker, I seek waiver of notice of this motion. 

MR. SPEAKER: Is it agreed? Waiver of notice requires unanimous consent. 

It is agreed, without debate. 

Is the House ready for the question? Those in favour of the motion please say Aye. 
Contrary minded, Nay. 

The motion is carried. 

The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 
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Munro lauded the Nova Scotia government's decl- The interim payment was recommendeni,  Mr. 
'Ion to pay Donald MarlhaII $25,000 In Interim com- Justice Alex Campbell, who was appointed last 

nsatIon for a wrongful 'murder • conviction that month to investigate possible compensation and pay-
kept him in prison :or.11 years, but added that more mcnt of Marshall's $80,000 legal bill. 

oney.must follow. ' , .. • • Campbell, a member of the Prince Edward 1 
"It certainly In no way compensates, I would . land Supreme Court, Isn't expected to make his fina 

1 

 suggest, for 10 years of incarceratlon," Munro said 'recommendation on compensation before Septerr 
Wednesday outside the Commons. "But at least It is . ber. 
a step In the right direction." r, : • Nova Scotia Premier John Buchanan said the 

Th?. federal and proviocial governments were ,  government Is committed only to the first payment. 
locked In a protracted dispute over which of them ' 
had the responsibility to compensate the 30-year-old . 
Micmac, who was acquitted yst year after being 

, convicted in 1971 of the sta6bing death of a teenage 
i friend in a Sydney park.' • — ' 

"Finally, they are prepared to face Into their 
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The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Mr. Speaker, House Order No. 87. 

H.O. No. 87, re Sydney Murder Case (Donald Marshall, Jr.1 Inquiry Details — notice 
given Mar. 21/84 — (Mr. P. MacEwan) 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: I would like to move this with the understanding and proviso 
that only that information which is actually available be provided. There is no attempt 
here to send anybody looking for figures that do not exist. (Interruption) 

MR. SPEAKER: There has been a request for a reading. 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: It is a very long one. It is basically for the costs of the 
Campbell Commission, that is all. 

I The House Order was read by the Clerk.) 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Attorney General. 

HON. RONALD GIFFIN: If I may speak to that, Mr. Speaker, there are a number 
of problems presented by it. One is that payment of the expenses of the inquiry will be 
made through the Office of the Speaker and not through my department as I indicated on 
other occasions. That was done to maintain the independence of that inquiry from my 
department. 

The second point is that the honourable member is really asking there questions which 
cannot, at this stage, be answered because Mr. Justice Campbell has a completely free hand. 
within reason, to conduct the inquiry, to retain whatever help he needs, whether it is 
actuarial, legal, secretarial, what have you. So, as it stands now, we could not provide 
answers. Yes, I think that is an excellent suggestion from the honourable member, Mr. 
Speaker, if we could just stand that one. We would be able to deal with it sometime, but not 
yet. 

MR. SPEAKER: Shall House Order No. 87 stand. 

House Order No. 87 stands. 

The honourable member for Cape Breton Nova. 

MR. PAUL MACEWAN: Mr. Speaker, would yOu please call House Order No. 91. 

H.O. No. 91, Gov't Serv.: Brampton Brick Co. — Details — notice given Mar. 22/84 
— (Mr. P. MacEwan) 

[ The House Order was read by the Clerk.) 

MR. SPEAKER: The motion is carried. 
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HALIFAX - Donald Marshall will re. 
-Ive S43.79 a day for the 3,9S0 days he 

.nt In prison for a killing he didn't 
LummIL 

That's the amount offered by the Nova 
Scotia government - and reluctantly 
accepted by Marshall - as compensa-
tion for his 10 years and 10 months of 
false Imprisonment. 

Marshall is the first Canadian to be 
found not gaily of murder after serving 
a long prison term. 

The Cape Breton island Micmac In-
dian, now 31, was convicted In the 1971 
stabbing of his 16-year-old black friend, 
Sandy-Seale,- in a Sydney-N, ,park. 
Marshall and Seale had Icen-Trying-To--
mug two men when the slaying occur-
red, according to later testimony. 

The precedent-setting compensation 
deal, reached here after three months of 

oyvy - 

.i.v.tarsnaik.ge,ts 4i.'/9$ a day 
.for. 11 years he spent in jail 

; Alan Story Toronto Star negotiations and announced yesterday, 
totals $270,000. 

But after paying the fees and expenses 
. of the two lawyers who won his freedom 

and negotiated the settlement, Marshall 
will end up with $173,000- $43.79 a day 
- for his ordeal. 

Government estimates of Marshall's 
potential last income were the main lac-
t‘rs In determining 
compensation. "The 
figure Is based strict-
ly on what he would 
have earned over 
those years at his un-
skilled trade," said 
Marshall's Halifax 
Lawietix-,(Cacch-
Ione. 

During his teenage 
years, Marshall work-
ed as a construction l'Ucthsi  
laborer for his father, who is grand chief 
of the Micmac nation. 

Cacchione said the settlement includes 
no punitive damages" - meaning that 

Marshall's pain, suffering, and lost 
opportunities were not taken into ac-
count in the government offer. 

And, significant/y, the two parties 
agreed on the ,rompensation pact with-
out determining who or what agency. If any, was responsible for the miscarriage 
of justice. 

This aspect of the deal is expected to 
keep the Marshall case a hot issue in 
Nova Scotia for some months. Premier 
John Buchanan and two provincial 
a ttorneys•general have repeatedly re-
used calls for a public judicial Inquiry 
nto the circumstances of Marshall's sr-
est and the Sydney police department's 
riginal investigation. 
Marshall. then 17, was arrested on 

une 5. 1971, In Sydney. On May 28, 
Sandy Seale had been stabbed to death in 
See DONALD/aa re A.9 

DOnalti Marshall . 
gsts $43.79 a day 

Coetsued trona page Al 
a park after a Friday night church dance. 

ttsrshafl maintained his Innocence at his 
Nance:tr. 1971, trial and throughout his 
ytars behind bars 

prlion officials at New Brunswick's 
Doreenster prisms and Nova Scotia's Springhill 
prism regularly offered to parole him if he 
woJel admit fo slaying SOile. Marshall refused. 

Met a 1982 RCMP probe of the Seale case, 
Mars.'4/I was freed on March 30 01 that year. 

---r-becone of the victims of the attempted 
C_Man.114 34 • r — • iti- 

mug  — was found guilty in November, 
of stabbing_the teenager-BuL ths_ meal_ 

diva= of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court this 
motLa ordered a new trial for Ebsary, convict-

- rd manslaughter. 

Broad study 
Lid March. Mr. us-rTicT Alex Campbell of 

tl?t PrtICt Edward Island Su,geme Court was 
appe±ted as a one-man commission to inquire 
into the amount of compensation Marshall 
shod receive from the Nova  Scotia govern- 

. - rnent  
time, Campbell promised to conduct a 

North American-wide study of precedents and 
prirci.les guiding the payment of compensa-
tion' for people falsely imprisoned. No Cane-

-4 as case law-es lsted4or-Gucti-uncommon-co 
pm:42sa'Jon cases, he admitted. --• •- - 
-The test-known recent United States case in-

volved a 66-year-old New York state man who 
was a-warded SI million In May, 19E3, for 21 
years of wrongful Imprisonment 

' Bat, because his mandate was limited. 
Camptxll accomplished little. The Nova Scotia 
government did not allow him to took at what 

--geperaJay 
any lubnity or negligence C33e: Who Of Out 

- was responalhie for the damages suffered?---
,Thepr_ovince asserts Uvkt Marshall was "the 

architect of his own riiaarturiew  li—ts bee 
dtdrit tell the entire story of what happened 

- the tight Mary stabbed Seale.  
1,This version overlooks the fact that, at 

coiroznal trial. It's the crown's responsIbWty to 
prove the guilt of an accused, not an accused's 
lat=

r
1lity to prove his or bet' innocence.

of the caie secs Marshall as the 
of a frinse-up by_racIst polktmen and 3- 

- bangidlniesti-gation: -
Documents prepared by Motmties during 

their 1982 inquiry catalogued numerous errors 
cornsaltted by Sydney police Investigators In 
probing the death, including an absence -of 

on 
=o

ph
r was a crown brief prepared on the 

s And no atitopsy was ordered  

Marsha case. the RCMP said. 
ails well, during a December, I9EZ hearing 

try.-the appeal dtvision of the Nova Scotia Su-
Court, two teenagers wbo.hadiestlfied 

fi a= Marshal alleged that Sydney police 
r 
  

told them what to say in court. 
:-Ef I (ain't,' one of the two, Patricia Harris; 
testified. 'the police said I would be charged 

faL5< 
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1 1 9 
rfth perjury." . 
:NAM, In an Incklent that adds to the shock of 
thlstory. Sydney police were told a week after 

was convicted that they had charged 
ong man. 
questioned ISI3Sary — but let him go., .; 

ger Caron has an opinion. He is the author 
be award-winning book, Go-Boy, which rt-

ts the horrors of his :nany years behind 

f! Canada's best-known ex-prisoner, Caron told 
The Star earlier this year that Marshall descry-
td at least II million, though "really no :mount 
Of money can ever retrieve his lost for motive 
years. 

:,... No comment 
1 With Campbell making little apparent 
Progress, Cacchione and the Nova Scotia 
attorney-general's department began bargain- 

over compensation for Marshall As a for-
knality, the settlement — once agreed upon by 
the two sides — was then approved by Camp-
pea and recommended to the provincial gov-
trnment. 
: Attorney-General Ron Giffen continues to 
refuse to discuss details or implications of the 

egotiations or the final settlement. 
Cacchlone said Marshall agreed to the offzr 

it.c 

 

ause he wants to begin living his life away 
prom the glare of publicity and away from 

urts, judges anippliticians. 
, Today, Marshall works with native 

wilderness survival program and trying, 

i

cording to Cacchione, "to work It all out of 
is system." He has received no apology from any goy-
rnment. He and his family may never recover 
rom their pain, sorrow and bitterness. 

But he does have his life. 
; "This case 1.3 s most compelling reason for 

e abolition of capital punishrnent,". Cecch- 
ne said. 
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PrObe of Marshi11 
case • not ruled out 

By ALAN JEFFERS 
Provincial Reporter 

An Inquiry into events surround-
ing the wrongful conviction and sub-
sequent imprisonment of Donald Mar-
;hall Jr. In 1971 has not been ruled 
out by the provincial government. 

Premier John Buchanan said 
Thursday his government has not yet 
decided whether to launch a full-scale 
inquiry into the case. 

He said questions about the issue 
should be addressed to Attorney-Gen-
eral Ron Giffin, But Mr. Giffin's 
secretary said she has been Instructed 
to tell anyone asking about the case 
that the minister has no further com-
ment. 

Mr. Giffin announced earlier this 
week that Mr. Marshall will receive 
$270,000 in compensation. The an-
nouncement was in the form of a 
three-paragraph statement on the 
government news wire after Mr. Gif- 
fin had cancelled (fur 
on the matter.. U13P.? 

Pressure to establish an Inquiry 
Into the wrongful conviction of Mr. 
Marshall escalated last spring when 
the legislature was sitting. 

Government responded by ap-
pointing Prince Edward Island Su-
preme Court Justice Ala Campbell 
to examine only the question of corn- 

See PROBE page 2 
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Frobe ot marsliaii 
(Continued from page I) 

persation for Mr. Marshall. and not to enter into negotiations, it put m) 

events surrounding the conviction, operation on hold." 
In a telephone Interview from his 

Summerside home Thursday, Mr. Jus-
tice Campbell would not say whether 
he thinks an inquiry should be estab- 
lished nor whether would head 
sucn an inquiry. w e  8 

But contrary to information in e 
government's statement, Mr. Justice 
Campbell said he merely approved 
the amount of compensation agreed 
to by the parties in the dispute, name-
ly the provincial government, through 
the attorney-general's office, and Mr. 
MarshalL 

The statement said the compensa- Mr. Justice Campbell said hc 
tion was the result. of "Mr. Justice "was aware of an expressed concert 
Campbell's final recommendation." that the commission of inquiry woulo 

lie said the "spectre of public chew up public dollars." 
bearings" with witnesses and cross- Had the commission gone forward 
examinations probably prompted both with public hearings, the minimum 

sides to start negotiations with a view budget would have been $100,000. 
to reaching a settlement. which would have bees "easily cx- 

Facilities had been rented to hold ceeded if the mandate was given a 
the hearings, scheduled for July and liberal interpretation." 
September, he said, and support Mr. Justice Campbell Is "winding 
equipment like Hansard recording had up" the cummission and will hand 

been arranged. over the results of his investigation to 
"When the government of Nova the attorney-general's department 

Seetiraztborized the attorney-general within a matter uf. weeks. 

SI  

a 

a 

The initiative to stop the hearing: 
and start negotiations came from Mr 
Marshall's lawyer, Felix Cacchionc 
and deputy attorney-general Gordon 
Coles, said Mr. Justice Campbell 

Mr. Cacchione told reporters 
Wednesday he was concerned that 
during public hearings the focus 
would be "misguided" from why Mr. 
Marshall was wrongly imprisoned to 
what he was really doing in the Syd-
ney park on the night his companion. 
Sandy Seale, was murdered. 
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** Marshall inquiry blocked, report says ** 
0 1 61) By DEBORAH JONES 

Special to The Globe and Mail Grfoici-c 4 4444-; 1  

HALIFAX - The intervention of the Nova Scotia Attorney-General's 
Department prompted the RCMP to stop an investigation into conduct by the 
Sydney Police Department in the*Donald*Marshall*case, a confidential 1982 
RCMP report shows. 

The document, released at a Halifax press conference yesterday by 
lawyer and Liberal Party candidate Kirby Grant, says the RCMP wanted to 
investigate allegations that Sydney police officers had forced three 
witnesses at the 1971 Marshall trial to lie during court testimony. 

However, even though the RCMP believed that two of the witnesses lied 
during the trial, the Mounties were advised by officials within the 
Attorney-General's Department not to proceed with their investigation. 

Mr. Marshall was convicted in 1971 of the second-4egree murder of Sandy 
Seale and spent 11 years in prison for the crime before being acquitted 
after a new trial in May, 1983. 

The RCMP repot, covering the force's investigation of the Marshall 
case between Feb. 25 and Apt. 5, 1982, also says there was pressure on 
Crown witnesses during Mr. Marshall's trial to change their original 
statements to police. 

On Mar. 29, 1982, while the special RCMP squad was investigating the 
circumstances surrounding the 1971 murder, Mr. Marshall was released on 
day parole. In June, 1982, the federal Government ordered the Nova Scotia 
Court of Appeal to review Mr. Marshall's conviction. 

Miss Grant, who is running against Attorney-General Ronald Giffin for 
the riding of Truro-Bible Hill in next month's provincial election, added 
her voice yesterday to widespread calls for a public inquiry into why Mr. 
Marlhall was convicted and into the conduct of the Sydney police fozce. 

While the Nova Scotia Government has not ruled out a public inquiry, 
Mr. Giffin has repeatedly said he will not discuss the issue until 
criminal proceedings against Roy*Ebsary-*who is facing his second trial 
for the Seale murder, have been dealt with by the courts. 

In an interview with The Globe and Mail last night, Mr. Giffin said: 
"There was no attempt at any time to tell the RCMP to stop an 

investigation. . . . That's just political nonsense. 
"The immediate concern of the (Attorney-General's) Department at that 

point in time (May, 1982) was not to pursue side issues, but to deal with 
main issues." 

Mr. Giffin said his department was seeking a new trial for Mr. Marshall 
at the time of the RCMP investigation of the Sydney police, and said the 
"side issues" included "people committing perjury, questions about the 
police conduct." 

The photocopied report distributed by Miss Grant, signed by Inspector 
D. B. Scott of the Sydney subdivision of the RCMP, says in part' "It would 
appear from this investigation that our two eyewitnesses to the murder 
lied on the stand, and that the other main witness, (Patricia) Harris, 
lied as well, under pressure from the Sydney city police." 

Another part of the RCMP report, signed by Staff Sergeant H. F. 
Wheaton, notes' "Discussions were held with Crown prosecutor Frank C. 
:Awards in regards to interviewing Chief (J. F.) McIntyre and Inspector W. 
A. Urquhart in regards to the allegations (of three witnesses) that they 
were induced to fabricate evidence in the original trial in this matter. 

"Hr. Edwards has advised me that he further discussed the matter with 
Gordon Gale of the Attorney-General's Department and it was felt that 
these interviews should be held in abeyance for the present. The file will 
be held open pending further instructions." 

Miss Grant said the RCMP report was "given to me, and I can't say where 
I got it," adding that she released the report to the media "because I'm a 
lawyer as well as a candidate . . . and to me, there's been wrongdoing in 
the administration of justice." 

She told reporters that "what happened ta*Donald*Marshall*is the result 
of the mishandling of the administration of justice in this province. 
Surely it is the duty of the Attorney-General's Department to take action 
when they are apprised of a situation inundated with serious allegations 
and apparent omissions. 

"The crux of this issue is that this Government has not been prepared 
to look farther into this matter and, worse, they have instructed the RCMP 
nvestigators not to delve further into what occurred in the original 

,,olice investigation." 
Mr. Marshall's lawyer, Felix Cacchione, said in an interview yesterday 

that he had previously seen the report released by Miss Grant, but is 
still waiting to see a further RCMP report. Mr. Cacchione said the other 
report makes recommendations to the Attc,rney-General's Department. 
ADDED SEARCH TERMS: crime victims Syndey Police Department professional 

misconduct 
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Marshall report 'implicates' department 
By BILL POWER 

Staff Reporter 
Liberal candidate Kirby Grant re-

leased details of a confidential RCMP re-
port on the Donald Marshall case Thurs-
day and calla for a compltte investiga-
tion of the judicial "bungling" whiCh led to 
the Micmac Indian's 11-year imprison-
ment for a murder he did not commit. 

The 30-year-old Truro lawyer, a poli-
tical newcomer endeavoring to shake At-
torney-General Ron Giffin's firm grip on 
the Truro-Bible Hill constituency, said 
contents of the 1982 RCMP report.into the 
MaisharIcase clearly implicate flie attor- 
ney-general's department in what -consti-

_tutes "a serious miscarriage" of justice. 
71 ann.-concerned about the proper ad-

' riainistr:ation - arjustice in Nova cotia and 
- I believe that this case is one exampled 

how the administration of justice is not 
. being properly handled (here)," she Said.' • 

Among other things, the report Indi-
cates investigating RCMP officers discov-
ered Crown witnesses were pressured by 
police to change original statements and 
that files from the original 1971 murder 
investigation are incomplete. . . 

Ms. Grant claimed the attorney-gen-
erars.department deliberately scifled the 

_ RCMP probe by requesting the investigat-
ing officers to discontinue interviews with 
witnesses who testified at the original 

.• . 

"The crux of this issue is that this 
government has not been prepared to look 
further into this matter, and worse, they 
have instructed the RCMP investigators 
not to delve further into what occurred in 
the original police investigation," she said. 

However, Mr. Giffin has suggested his 
Liberal opponent in Truro-Bible Hill has 
only the Nov.6 provincial election in mind 
by releasing the officially "uncompleted' 
finding of the RCMP probe in the midst of 

- . . . 
Contacted late Thursday, he said his 

department never at any time endeavored 
to impede the RCMP probe. "In fact, it 
was just the opposite. We encouraged it - 
and co-operated fully." 

- V - Moreover, he said the possibility of a 
complete public Inquiry Into the case has 
not been ruled out by hii department, "but 
any decision in this regard has been de-
layed until the related court proceedings 
wrap up." 

Ms. Grant contended the department 
should have demonstrated greater concern 
when investigating RCMP beard allega-
tions that 14-year-old witnesses were pres-
sured by police to change their state-
ments. 

"Surely it is the duty of the attorney-
general's department to take action when 
they are appri:sed of a situation (that is)  

inundated with serious allegations and ap-
parent omissions." 

She asked why the department had 
not demonstrated greater concern about 
the apparent incompleteness of the origi-
nal police report.  

Irregularities with the case extend 
right back to 1971 and should have been 
reviewed at the time, she said. 

Quoting a memorandum prepared by 
the investigating RCMP, she noted the

•  probe was hampered due to a gen-
et-al lack of information and procedural 1. 
irregularities in the original murder inves-
tigation headed up by Sydney Police De- . :; 
partmenl - 

The memorandum indicates some 
standard police reports were not pre- :: 
pared, that there was no autopsy per. 
formed on the deceased, and that there 
were DO photographs taken during the in-
vestigation. 

The investigators determined the I; 
standard police "lineup" was arranged, 
but were unable to determine who was in , 
the lineup or who viewed IL 

The Truro lawyer suggested "political , 
expedience" prompted the attorney-gen-
eral's department to stop the investigation 
when the RCMP beard allegations by. ;; 
some Cron witnesses that they had been 
pressured to change their testimony, testi-
mony that led to the conviction and subse- ; 
quent imprisonment of Marshall •. 

re 
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yeaked Report Doesn't 
V Change Giffin's Stand 

HAL1 CY • — ILLortur y tieu 
cf,t1 itoa Giffin 44 So. a SkVt.LA 
).Aid rti,ruidytti.at C......lobure 
1c..11 cs.i RCMP frp-t1 by his Lib- 
eral t in the Nov pry. 
vusinnrcutio iimso t change 
his stand on calling an inquiry 
into the Donald Marshall affair 

Giffui said he *yet decide on 
an inquiry into how the Marshall 
case *as handled by police until 
all related court matters are set-
tled 

Kirby Grant. a Truro lawyer 
and Gdfin's Liberal opponent in 
the riding of Trumbiblf Hill, told 
a newsconference that a 19K/ re-
port indicated that the Attorney 
General's Department told 
RCMP not to interview Sydney 
city policemen about allegations 
that witnesses at Marshall's sec• 
ond degree murder trial lied 

Meanwhile, Marshall said in llt• 
lawa Thursday he wouldn't know 
which side to march with in dem-
oristraboons on Parliament Hill 
on November Sth for and against 
bringing back the noose. 

Marshall, now 30, was con-
victed in the 1971 stabbing death 
of Sandy Seale, 16. in a Sydney 
park. Alter the Nova Scotia Su-
preme Cowl heard new evidence 
in 1,s2, Marshall's conviction was 
quashed. 

Several witnesses, who were 
teenagers at the original trial, 
told the Supreme Court review 
that, at the lime, they felt pres-
sured by police into testifying 
against Marshall. The witness 
whose testimony exonerated Mar-
shall by saying he was with the 
man who did the stabbing never 
appeared at the original trial and 

GIFFIN: 
No Comment 
trial was later found to be men-
tally unreliable. 

Marshall accepted $770,0xxi 
from the Nova Scotia government 
last month as compensation for 11 
years he spent in prison. 

"The RCMP had obviously been 
having discussions with the 
Crown prosecutor arid they 
wanted to interview the original 
investigating officers and ques-
tion them about the allegations, 
and that's as far as it went." 
Grant said. 

She did not say how she came 

Anollsa_k..."--dattims al the nrst-
tra..) pLISSAs I tX1 NAL( J (Vi JlV  

ol a copy ol the RCMP report 
v loch IYJUJI".1 .11 a tki: lawn to 
heir the Supreme Court rr 
the C.I.A. and either uphold ur 
quash the conviction or order J 
new trial. 

—The issue in this matter is 
wrongdoing in the administration 
of justice Donald Marshall 
was the victim this time but it 
could have been any Nova Sco-
tian " 

Grant demanded an inquiry 
into how the Attorney General's 
Department handled the case 
originally in 1Y71, when the Liber-
als held office, and i.s actions un• 
der the Conservativus since the 
new evidence came to light 

Giffin emerged from a weekly 
provincial caLinct meeting to tell 
reporters he would not comment 
on the leaked report or on Grant's 
demands for an inquiry. 

Roy Newman Lbsary, 72. of 
Sydney, was identified at 11w Su. 
preme Court review as the mail 
who stabbed Seale bel: ll-Se the 
youth and Marshall were trying to 
rub him. Etisa..y claimed self de-
fence but was convicted of man-
slaughter. The conviction was 
overturned and he is awaiting a 
new trial. 

"Until such time as the Ebsiiry 
ease is concluded, I feel it is wily 
proper for me as attorney general 
to refrain from commenting on 
the various aspects of the case," 
Giffin said. 

The decision to call an inquiry 
into the handling of the Marshall 
ease would await the final disposi-
tion of the Ebsary case, he added. 

f 


